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Brane actions, categorifications of Gromov–Witten theory
and quantum K–theory

ETIENNE MANN

MARCO ROBALO

Let X be a smooth projective variety. Using the idea of brane actions discovered by
Toën, we construct a lax associative action of the operad of stable curves of genus
zero on the variety X seen as an object in correspondences in derived stacks. This
action encodes the Gromov–Witten theory of X in purely geometrical terms and
induces an action on the derived category Qcoh.X/ which allows us to recover the
quantum K–theory of Givental and Lee.
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1 Introduction

Gromov–Witten invariants were introduced by Kontsevich and Manin in algebraic
geometry in [46; 45]. The foundations were then completed by Behrend, Fantechi
and Manin [4; 3; 2]. In symplectic geometry, the definition is due to Y Ruan and
G Tian [64; 62; 65]. Mathematicians developed some techniques to compute them: via
a localization formula proved by Graber and Pandharipande [34], via a degeneration
formula proved by J Li [48] and another one called quantum Lefschetz proved by
Coates and Givental [19] and Tseng [75].

These invariants can be encoded using different mathematical structures, such as
quantum products, cohomological field theories (Kontsevich and Manin [46]), Frobenius
manifolds (Dubrovin [24]), Lagrangian cones and quantum D–modules (Givental [33]),
variations of noncommutative Hodge structures (Iritani [40] and Kontsevich, Katzarkov
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and Pantev [43]) and so on, and used to express different aspects of mirror symmetry.
Another important aspect concerns the study of the functoriality of Gromov–Witten
invariants via crepant resolutions or flop transitions in terms of these structures (see
Ruan [63], Perroni [58], Coates, Iritani and Tseng [21], Coates, Corti, Iritani and
Tseng [18], Bryan and Graber [10], Iritani [41], Brini, Cavalieri and Ross [9], Brini
and Cavalieri [8] and Coates, Iritani and Jiang [20]).

The goal of this project is to study a question suggested by Manin and Toën:

Can the Gromov–Witten invariants of X be detected at the level of the
derived category Qcoh.X/?

We first recall the classical construction of these invariants. Let X be a smooth
projective variety (or orbifold). The basic ingredient to define GW–invariants is the
moduli stack Mg;n.X; ˇ/ of stable maps to X with a fixed degree ˇ 2 H2.X;Z/.
The evaluation at the marked points gives maps of stacks evi W Mg;n.X; ˇ/!X and
forgetting the morphism and stabilizing the curve gives a map pW Mg;n.X; ˇ/!Mg;n .

To construct the invariants, we integrate over “the fundamental class” of the moduli
stack Mg;n.X; ˇ/. For this integration to be possible, we need this moduli stack to
be proper, which was proved by Behrend and Manin [4], and some form of smooth-
ness. In general, the stack Mg;n.X; ˇ/ is not smooth and has many components with
different dimensions. Nevertheless, and thanks to a theorem of Kontsevich [45], it is
quasismooth — in the sense that locally it looks like the intersection of two smooth
subschemes of a smooth scheme. In genus zero however this stack is known to be
smooth under some assumptions on the geometry of X, for instance, when X is the
projective space or a Grassmannian, or more generally when X is convex, ie if for any
map f W P1!X, the group H1.P1; f �.TX // vanishes. See [27].

Behrend and Fantechi [3] then defined a “virtual fundamental class”, denoted by
ŒMg;n.X; ˇ/�

vir , which is a cycle in the Chow ring of Mg;n.X; ˇ/ that plays the role
of the usual fundamental class. Finally, this allows us to define the maps that encoded
GW–invariants as

(1-0-1)

IXg;n;ˇ W H
�.X/˝n!H�.Mg;n/;

.˛1˝ � � �˝˛n/ 7! Stb�

�
ŒMg;n.X; ˇ/�

vir
[

�[
i

ev�i .˛i /
��
;

and we set

(1-0-2) IXg;n WD
X
ˇ

IXg;n;ˇ :
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This collection of maps verifies some particular compatibilities as n and ˇ vary,
summarized in the notion of cohomological field theory [46, Section 6].

Later, Lee and Givental [47; 32] defined morphisms

(1-0-3)

KXg;n;ˇ W K.X/˝n! K.Mg;n/;

.1˝ � � �˝ n/ 7! Stb�

�
Ovir
Mg;n.X;ˇ/

˝

�O
i

ev�i .i /
��
;

where Ovir
Mg;n.X;ˇ/

is an element in G0.Mg;n.X; ˇ// which is called the virtual structure
sheaf and which plays a similar role to that of the virtual fundamental class. The main
result of [47] is that these morphisms satisfy the axioms of a K–field theory. Notice
that these axioms are very similar to those of the cohomological field theory except the
splitting axiom, which is more elaborate, as was first explained by Givental [32].

1.1 Main results

Our main goal in this paper is to provide a first answer to the question of Manin and
Toën and construct a system of Gromov–Witten invariants at the level of the derived
category of X. Denote by Qcoh the derived category of quasicoherent sheaves. We
define dg–functors

(1-1-1)

QCX0;n;ˇ W Qcoh.X/˝n! Qcoh.M0;n/;

.E1˝ � � �˝En/ 7! Stb�

�
ORM0;n.X;ˇ/

˝

�O
i

�ev�i .Ei /
��
;

where ORM0;n.X;ˇ/
is the structure sheaf of the derived stack RM0;n.X; ˇ/ which

is the natural derived enhancement of the stack M0;n.X; ˇ/. Notice that the maps
StbW RM0;n.X; ˇ/ ! M0;n and �evi W RM0;n.X; ˇ/ ! X are related to the classi-
cal stabilization maps (resp. evi ) by the natural closed immersion M0;n.X; ˇ/ ,!

RM0;n.X; ˇ/.

Our main theorem says that these dg–functors satisfy the axioms of a system of
Gromov–Witten invariants and that when passing to K–theory we recover the invariants
of Givental and Lee:

Theorem 1.1.1 (see Propositions 4.1.2, 4.1.3 and 4.2.1 and Corollary 4.3.3) Let X
be a smooth projective variety over C .
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(1) The dg–functors QCX0;n;ˇ satisfy the axioms of a Qcoh–field theory, ie the
fundamental class, the mapping to a point and the splitting axioms similar to
those in K–theory.

(2) The dg–functors and the axioms on QCX0;n;ˇ restrict also to Perf.X/, the derived
category of perfect complexes.1

(3) By applying the K–theory functor we recover the K–theoretic GW–classes of
Givental and Lee [47; 32] and its splitting principle.

In order to explain the strategy to prove this theorem, let us start by recalling that the
collection of homology groups fH�.Mg;n/ j g; n 2Ng forms a modular operad; see
Getzler and Kapranov [31, Section 6.3]. By definition, a cohomological field theory, in
the sense discussed above, is an algebra over this operad (see [31, Section 2.25]). In
this case, the maps IX

g;n;ˇ
, written in the more suggestive form

(1-1-2) H�.Mg;n/˝H
�.X/˝.n�1/!H�.X/;

are only expressing the action of fH�.Mg;n/ j g; n 2Ng and the conditions to which
they are submitted are then controlled by the rules of the operation of gluing curves
along marked points Mg;n �Mg 0;m!MgCg 0;nCm�2 .

This operadic viewpoint is at the heart of this paper as our original goal was precisely to
study the existence of this action before passing to cohomology. In fact, the definition
of the Ig;n;ˇ evokes the diagrams of stacks

(1-1-3)

Mg;n.X; ˇ/

.p;ev1;:::;evn�1/

ww

evn

$$

Mg;n �X
n�1 X

and, as explained in the pioneering work of Kapranov and Getzler [31], the operadic
structure on the homology groups H�.Mg;n/ is induced by the fact that the family
of stacks Mg;n forms itself an operad in the stacks M˝ , with composition given by
gluing curves along marked points. One can hope to investigate whether the diagrams
(1-1-3), seen as morphisms

Mg;n �X
n�1 ÜX

1Recall that for X smooth, the inclusion of Perf.X/ inside Cohb.X/ — the derived category of
bounded coherent sheaves — is an equivalence.
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in the category of correspondences in stacks, can themselves be seen as part of an
action of M˝ and whether the action in (1-1-2) is induced by this new one after passing
to cohomology. There is however an immediate problem that appears if we restrict
ourselves to working in the setting of usual stacks: the resulting yoga of virtual classes
does not agree with the one Gromov–Witten theory requires. In fact, as is understood
today, virtual classes are not natural to this setting but, instead, they are part of the
framework of derived algebraic geometry; see Toën and Vezzosi [73; 74]. Thanks to
Schürg, Toën and Vezzosi [67], the Deligne–Mumford stack Mg;n.X; ˇ/ has a natural
quasismooth derived enrichment RMg;n.X; ˇ/ whose structure sheaf ORMg;n.X;ˇ/

is
expected to produce the virtual cycle of Behrend and Fantechi via a Chern character yet
to be defined — see the discussion at the end of this introduction and [73, Section 3.1].

In this case one can replace the diagrams (1-1-3) by their natural derived versions,

(1-1-4)

RMg;n.X; ˇ/

$$
ww

Mg;n �X
n�1 X

These new diagrams are the main protagonists of our main result, which is a highly
nontrivial geometric phenomenon behind Theorem 1.1.1:

Theorem 1.1.2 (see Proposition 3.3.3) Let X be a smooth projective complex variety.
Then X , seen as an object in correspondences in derived stacks, carries a lax associative
action of the operad of stable curves of genus zero M˝0 with multiplication given by
the correspondences

(1-1-5)

`
ˇ RM0;n.X; ˇ/

vv
%%

M0;n �X
n�1 X

This action is lax associative, with lax structure given by the gluing maps

(1-1-6)
�a
ˇ

RM0;n.X; ˇ/�X

�a
ˇ

RM0;m.X; ˇ/

��

!

�a
ˇ

RM0;nCm�2.X; ˇ/

�
�M0;nCm�2

.M0;n �M0;m/

for all n;m�2, which are not equivalences. Moreover, this action respects the gradings.
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The structure of lax associativity (meaning, the family of maps (1-1-6) and their
compatibility under gluings) is the mechanism that encodes the shape of the splitting
principle. The fiber product in the left-hand side of (1-1-6) appears naturally from the
gluing of a stable map with n marked points to a stable map with m marked points.
The fiber product on the right-hand side appears when we consider directly stable maps
with nCm� 2 marked points. The failure of the maps (1-1-6) to be equivalences
means that this action is not associative in the strongest naive sense. This failure is due
to the presence on the right-hand side of stable maps glued along chains of trees of
P1 ’s of arbitrary length, which disappear after stabilization. As we shall explain in
Section 4.2, the maps (1-1-6) are surjective and in fact the left-hand side is the zero level
of a hypercover of the right-hand side and these excess trees of P1 ’s correspond to the
higher-codimension levels of this hypercover. Moreover, these excess trees are exactly
the metric corrections introduced by Givental and Lee in quantum K–theory [47; 32]
to explain the splitting principle.2

Theorem 1.1.1 is then obtained by applying the functor Qcoh to Theorem 1.1.2.

1.2 Plan of the paper

In this section we sketch the plan of the paper together with the strategy to prove
Theorems 1.1.2 and 1.1.1.

A first problem that we face when trying to prove Theorem 1.1.2 is that by working
with derived stacks we are automatically pushed into the setting of higher categories
of J Lurie [50; 54], where everything works up to specifying homotopies, homotopies
between homotopies, and so on. In this setting the process of assembling the diagrams
(1-1-4) as part of an action of the operad of stable curves becomes more sophisticated.
In practical terms, operads have to be replaced by 1–operads [54] and actions can
no longer be constructed by hand. The only solution is to prescribe some assembly
mechanism that produces and ensures these coherences for free. For this purpose we
will explore the idea of brane actions discovered by Toën [72, Theorem 0.1]. Section 2
is dedicated to reproducing the results of Toën in the setting of higher operads. More
precisely, we show (see Theorem 2.1.7) that if O is a single-colored 1–operad in
spaces that is coherent — in the sense introduced by Lurie [54] — then its space of

2In ordinary cohomological Gromov–Witten invariants these lax structures becomes equivalences as
the maps (1-1-6) are birational and surjective.
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binary operations, seen as an object in the category of cocorrespondences in spaces, has
a natural O–algebra structure. The idea that brane actions are related to Gromov–Witten
invariants was first suggested in Toën [72], where the present work was first announced.

Remark 1.2.1 All the results in this paper concern Gromov–Witten invariants in
genus zero. To adapt these results to higher genus one would first need to develop
the foundations of modular 1–operads, replacing dendroidal sets by a more general
notion of graphical sets. We believe that our results will also work in this setting, in
particular the idea of brane action. We leave this for future work. One also expects this
action to be compatible with the structure of cyclic 1–operad, as recently studied by
Hackney, Robertson and Yau [35].

Section 3 is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1.1.2. This proof will require several
technical stages. Mainly, in order to make the spaces of stable maps and the corre-
spondences (1-1-4) appear as part of a brane action we will need to consider a certain
modified version of the operad of stable curves, introduced by Costello [22]. Denote by
NE.X/� H2.X;Z/ the class of effective curves in X. For any .n; ˇ/ 2N �NE.X/,
denote by M0;n;ˇ the moduli stack classifying nodal curves of genus 0 with n marked
points, where each irreducible component comes with the data of an element of NE.X/
and the sum of all these gradings is ˇ . Depending on these gradings, we impose
certain stability conditions. These are smooth Artin stacks. See Section 3.1.1. The
collection of these moduli spaces defines a graded 1–operad in the 1–topos of
derived stacks M˝ , with grading given by NE.X/. In order to make sense of this we
will have to define a notion of graded operads in the setting of higher categories and
prove that the construction of brane actions of Section 2 extends to this graded context.
This is done in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.4.

Moreover, we have maps RM0;n.X; ˇ/!M0;n;ˇ sending a stable map .C; f / to
the curve C (without stabilizing) and marking each irreducible component Ci with
the grading ˇi WD Œ.f jCi /�Ci � 2 NE.X/. In this case we have diagrams given by
evaluation at the marked points,

(1-2-1)

RM0;n.X; ˇ/

$$
vv

M0;n;ˇ �X
n�1 X

The main technical result behind Theorem 1.1.2 is the following result:
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Theorem 1.2.2 (see Corollary 3.1.8 and Proposition 3.2.1) Let X be a smooth projec-
tive algebraic variety. Then X, seen as an object in the 1–category of correspondences
in derived stacks, has a natural structure of an M˝–algebra induced by the brane action
of this operad, given by correspondences in the formula (1-2-1).

Remark 1.2.3 The action in Theorem 1.2.2 is strongly associative, in the sense that
the lax structure analogue of the maps (1-1-6) appearing naturally in this theorem are
equivalences. As we shall see right below (in the formula (1-2-3)) the appearance of a
weaker form of associativity is hidden in the passage from the operad of Costello to
the usual operad of stable curves.

We believe that this result is the fundamental mechanism behind the organization of
Gromov–Witten invariants.

Finally, in Section 3.3 we explain how to pass from this action to a lax action of the
usual operad of stable curves M˝ , thus concluding the proof of Theorem 1.1.2. Indeed,
there is a map of operads M˝!M˝ obtained by stabilizing the curve and forgetting
the gradings. The key observation is that at the level of correspondences in derived
stacks this map can also be seen as a lax associative map of operads in correspondences
from M˝ to M˝ , given by correspondences

(1-2-2)

`
ˇ M0;n;ˇ

yy

M0;n

`
ˇ M0;n;ˇ

This is not strongly associative, as the natural maps

(1-2-3) M0;n;ˇ �M0;m;ˇ 0 !M0;nCm�2;ˇCˇ 0 �M0;nCm�2
.M0;n �M0;m/

are not invertible. On the right-hand side we have prestable curves that are glued via
a tree of P1 ’s with two marked points whereas for the left-hand side we only have
prestable curves that are glued directly. After stabilizing, the two become the same.

We will denote this lax associative map by M˝ÝM˝ . Theorem 1.1.2 is obtained by
composing the action of Theorem 1.2.2 with this map of operads.

In Section 4.1 we address the categorification of Gromov–Witten invariants as suggested
by B Toën [69] and prove Theorem 1.1.1. Namely, we explain how the actions
of Theorems 1.2.2 and 1.1.2 both pass to the derived category Qcoh.X/ by taking
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pullback-pushforward along the correspondences (1-1-5) and how these actions restrict
to the (dg–)derived categories of coherent Cohb and perfect complexes Perf, by taking
pullback-pushforward along the correspondences (1-1-5). These restricted actions
follow essentially formally from Theorem 1.1.2. The nonformal result is in Section 4.2
and concerns an explicit description of the splitting principle for Perf in terms of an
h–descent theorem in derived algebraic geometry.

Theorem 1.1.1(2) was the main motivation for this work. Y Manin suggested to us
that this action could be happening at the level of noncommutative motives — see
also Manin [56]. This is now a consequence of our results and the theory developed
by Robalo [61]. However, it seems in fact more interesting that this action happens
before motives, and even before the world of derived categories. It happens in the
geometric world of derived stacks and correspondences between them, as explained by
our Theorem 1.1.2.

Recall that by definition the G–theory of X is the K–theory spectrum of the dg–
category Cohb.X/. In the end of Section 4.2 and in Section 4.3 we show the third part
of Theorem 1.1.1, namely that applying the G–theory functor to Theorem 1.1.1(2),
we obtain a lax associative fG.M0;n/gn–algebra structure on the spectrum G.X/.
This action recovers the formulas of quantum K–theory of Givental and Lee [47; 32]
and the lax structure explains the metric. To conclude the paper, in Section 4.3 we
observe that the K–theoretic GW–classes obtained in Theorem 1.1.1(3) are exactly the
same as the GW–classes introduced by Givental and Lee. This follows from results of
Ciocan-Fontanine and Kapranov [13] and Lowrey and Schürg [49]. See Corollary 4.3.3.

1.3 Future directions

Connection with usual Gromov–Witten invariants in cohomology We believe the
action given by Theorem 1.2.2 is the main mechanism behind the yoga of Gromov–
Witten invariants. In fact, if a theory of Chow groups for derived Deligne–Mumford
stacks were already available with the correct pushforward functoriality, then, applying
these Chow groups directly to the action in correspondences, by deformation to the
normal cone (also to be developed) we believe we would immediately be able to recover
the usual Gromov–Witten invariants in the sense constructed by Beherend, Fantechi
and Manin using virtual cycles. However, a more interesting question remains:

Can the usual cohomological Gromov–Witten invariants also be detected
directly from the categorical action of Theorem 1.1.1 using some version
of the derived category of X ?
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Our result gives us an action in the periodic cyclic homology HP.X/ but we don’t
know how to identify it with the usual invariants. A first ingredient to achieve this
comparison is a Riemann–Roch theorem for derived quasismooth Deligne–Mumford
stacks. However, even with this at our disposal, we don’t know how to complete the
comparison as the invariants obtained seem to live in the twisted sectors. We will
investigate this in future work.

Quantum product on categories of matrix factorizations Starting with a weighted
homogeneous polynomial W , the moduli space of W –spin curves is a smooth Deligne–
Mumford stack, but to define Fan–Jarvis–Ruan–Witten invariants, the same authors
construct two vector bundles whose “difference” provides an ersatz virtual fundamental
class. Notice that a similar situation appears also in Gromov–Witten theory; indeed,
the moduli space Mg;n.X; 0/'Mg;n �X is smooth but its virtual fundamental class
is not the fundamental class as one needs to twist by the top Chern class of the Hodge
bundle to get the correct numbers. We think that a similar phenomenon exists for
spin curves, namely there is a canonical derived structure on it that is hidden. If one
defines the correct derived structure, one expects to produce a structure of a lax action
of fQcoh.Mg;n/g on the category of matrix factorization of W . One expects this will
provide a geometrical explanation for the results of Chiodo, Iritani and Ruan [11].

1.4 Prerequisites

We assume the reader is familiar with derived algebraic geometry (in the sense of Toën
and Vezzosi [73; 74]) and with the tools of higher category theory and higher algebra
of Lurie [54; 50], particularly with the theory of 1–operads.
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2 Brane actions

We start by providing an alternative construction of the brane action of [72, Theorem 0.1]
that has the advantage of being formulated purely in terms of 1–categories, avoiding
strictification arguments. This reformulation is crucial to the proofs given in this paper.

2.1 Brane actions for 1–operads in spaces

The sphere Sn is an EnC1–algebra in the category of cobordisms of dimension nC 1.
In the case when nD 1, the multiplication map is given by the pair of pants. Recall that
Sn is the space of binary operations of the topological operad EnC1 . These are the
standard examples of the so-called brane actions, where an operad acts on its space of
binary operations. In [72], brane actions were constructed for any monochromatic 1–
operad satisfying some mild conditions (being of configuration type, or, equivalently,
coherent). In order for this generalization to make sense, we need to understand
brane actions not at the level of cobordisms but rather at the level of cospans. The
construction requires some nontrivial strictification arguments. In this section we
provide an alternative construction that avoids strictifications. As we shall explain, this
action is deeply related to the definition of cocorrespondences and to the definition of
coherent operad introduced by Lurie [54].
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2.1.1 Algebras in correspondences and twisted arrows Let C be an .1; 1/–cate-
gory with finite limits. Then we can form an .1; 2/–category of correspondences
in C, which we will denote by Spans1.C/. This was constructed in [26, Section 10].
Moreover, it admits a symmetric monoidal structure where every object is fully dualiz-
able — see [38, Theorem 1.1]. Dually, if C has finite colimits, one can also form an
.1; 2/–category of cospans in C. We have at hand two canonical functors

C! Spans1.C/

and
Cop
! Spans1.C/;

both given by the identity on objects. The first sends a map f W X ! Y in C to the
correspondence X D X ! Y and the second sends Y ! X in Cop , given by f , to
Y  X D X. The canonical functor Cop! Spans1.C/ has a universal property — it
is universal with respect to functors out of Cop to an .1; 2/–category and satisfying
base-change pullback-pushforward. More precisely, suppose we have an 1–functor
F W Cop!D with D an .1; 2/–category such that:

(1) For every morphism f W X! Y in C, the 1–morphism F.f / has a right adjoint
f� in D.

(2) For every pullback square in C

X
f
//

g
��

Y

u
��

X 0
v
// Y 0

the canonical 2–morphism in D

F.v/ ıu�! g� ıF.f /

is an equivalence.

Then F extends in an essentially unique way to an 1–functor of .1; 2/–categories
Spans1!D, informally defined by sending a correspondence

Z

a

~~

b

  

X Y

to the 1–morphism in D given by b� ıF.a/.
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A precise proof of this fact is given in [30, Part V]. In our case we will be mostly
concerned not with functors out of Spans1.C/ but, instead, with functors with values
in Spans1.C/.

We now recall a characterization of the maximal .1; 1/–category inside Spans1.C/
(which we will denote by Ccorr for simplicity). For this purpose we have to recall
some notation: Let D be an .1; 1/–category. In this case we can define a new
.1; 1/–category Tw.D/ as follows:

� Objects are morphisms in D.

� A morphism from uW X ! Y to vW A! B is a commutative diagram

X //

u
��

A

v
��

Y Boo

This definition can be made precise and defines a new .1; 1/–category — so called of
twisted arrows in D. See [54, Section 5.2.1]. It is also important to remark that the
assignment C 7! Tw.C/ can be seen as an 1–functor

TwW Cat1! Cat1

which commutes with all small limits [54, 5.2.1.19].

The main reason why we are interested in twisted arrows is the following universal
property:

Proposition 2.1.1 Let C be an .1; 1/–category with finite limits and let D be an
.1; 1/–category. There is a canonical equivalence between the space of 1–functors
F W D! Ccorr and the space of 1–functors zF W Tw.D/! C having the property that
for any pair of morphisms f W x! y and gW y! z in D, the object zF .g ıf / is the
fiber product of zF .g/ and zF .f / over zF .Idy/.

Remark 2.1.2 A dual result holds when we replace correspondences by cocorrespon-
dences. This corresponds to replacing C by Cop .

This result can be used as a definition of Ccorr . See [1] and, more recently, [38] The
result also appears in the appendix of [59].

For our purposes we will need a monoidal upgrade of the previous proposition: As C

admits finite limits, Ccorr acquires a symmetric monoidal structure (note that it won’t
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be a cartesian monoidal structure). Let us denote it by Ccorr;˝� . Now let D have a
symmetric monoidal structure D˝ . Then [54, 5.2.2.23] shows that Tw.D/ inherits a
symmetric monoidal structure induced from D, Tw.D/˝ . Objectwise it corresponds
to the tensor product of 1–arrows in D.3 At the same time the construction mapping a
category with products to its category of correspondences can also be interpreted as an
1–functor .�/corrW Catprod

1 !Cat1 which also commutes with products and therefore
sends algebras to algebras. Proposition 2.1.1 can now be understood as saying that the
constructions Tw and .�/corr are adjoint.4 By this discussion, the adjunction extends
to algebras and we have the following corollary:

Corollary 2.1.3 Let C be an .1; 1/–category with finite limits and let D˝ be a
symmetric monoidal .1; 1/–category. There is a canonical equivalence between
the space of monoidal 1–functors F W D˝ ! Ccorr;˝� and the space of monoidal
1–functors zF W Tw.D/˝! C� having the property that for any pair of morphisms
f W x! y and gW y! z in D, the object zF .g ı f / is the fiber product of zF .g/ and
zF .f / over zF .Idy/. (Here C� denotes the cartesian monoidal structure.)

Remark 2.1.4 Again, by replacing C by Cop (if C has pushouts), we can replace
correspondences by cocorrespondences.

We will now discuss how this result allows us to describe algebras in correspondences.
To start with, let O˝ be a 1–operad in spaces. For the moment, let us suppose that
O˝ has a unique color, so that we can think of O˝ in a more traditional form as a
family of spaces fO.n/gn2N together with certain operations. In this case, intuitively,
an O˝–algebra in Ccorr consists of an object X 2 Ccorr together with operations
tn.�/ 2 MapCcorr.Xn; X/, indexed by � 2 O.n/. These operations are required to
satisfy some coherence conditions encoded in the fact that the assignments

tnW O.n/!MapCcorr.Xn; X/

form a map of operads up to coherent homotopies. To give a formal definition, we will
realize the spaces O.n/ as mapping spaces in a multicategory with a single color. This

3The existence of this monoidal structure is easily deduced from the fact that Tw commutes with
products and therefore sends algebras to algebras TwW CAlg.Cat1/! CAlg.Cat1/ .

4More precisely, one can proceed as in [38] and see that Tw has a right adjoint and .�/corr is a
subfunctor of this adjoint.
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is the strategy of [54]. In this case the data of an O˝ algebra in Ccorr is given as a
commutative diagram that preserves inert morphisms,

(2-1-1)

O˝

$$

// Ccorr;˝�

yy

N.Fin�/

and we recover the object X as the image of the unique color of O˝ . We will assume
that the reader is familiar with this language. We will also assume that O˝ is a unital
1–operad (recall that this means that the space of nullary operations is contractible).

As shown in [54, 2.2.4.9], the functor that sees a symmetric monoidal .1; 1/–category
as an 1–operad has a left adjoint: if O˝ is an 1–operad, then we can define a
symmetric monoidal .1; 1/–category — the symmetric monoidal envelope of O˝ ,
which we will denote by Env.O/˝ . Explicitly, if we model 1–operads as .1; 1/–
categories over N.Fin�/, then Env.O/˝ is the pullback O˝ �N.Fin�/ Act.N.Fin�//,
so that Env.O/˝

h1i
is the subcategory O˝act of O˝ spanned by all objects and active

morphisms between them (see [54, 2.2.4.1 and 2.2.4.3]).

In this case, to give an O–algebra in Ccorr;˝� is the same as to give a monoidal functor

Env.O/˝! Ccorr;˝� :

But now, using Corollary 2.1.3, this corresponds to the data of a strongly monoidal
functor

Tw.Env.O//˝! C�

such that the underlying functor Tw.Env.O//! C satisfies the pullback condition. By
[54, Proposition 2.4.1.7(2)], this corresponds to an 1–functor

Tw.Env.O//˝! C

satisfying the conditions of a weak cartesian structure (see [54, Definition 2.4.1.1]).

Our main interest is the case of cocorrespondences. Suppose that C admits finite
colimits. Then we can apply this discussion to Cop and the data of an O–algebra in
Ccocorr WD .Cop/corr is equivalent to the data of an 1–functor

(2-1-2) Tw.Env.O//˝! Cop

satisfying the conditions of weak cartesian structure in Cop and the conditions of
Corollary 2.1.3. Recall that, by definition, we have Env.O/' O˝act , so we can identify
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objects of Tw.Env.O//˝ with sequences .hni; �1W X1! Y1; : : : ; �nW Xn! Yn/ of
active morphisms in O˝ .

2.1.2 Construction of brane actions We can now use the description of algebras in
correspondences (2-1-1) as functors (2-1-2) to construct brane actions. In this section
we work with 1–operads in spaces and in the next section we will extend these results
to 1–operads enriched in a topos. Let us introduce some notation. Let O˝ be a unital
1–operad and let � W X ! Y be an active morphism. An extension of � consists of
an object X0 2 O˝h1i together with an active morphism z� W X ˚X0! Y such that the
restriction to X recovers � . If p denotes the structural projection O˝!N.Fin�/, then
the canonical map X!X˚X0 is defined over the inclusion hni WD p.X/!hnC1i
that misses a single element in hnC 1i. The collection of extensions of � can be
organized in a .1; 1/–category Ext.�/. See [54, Definition 3.3.1.4].

Remark 2.1.5 If O˝ is monochromatic with color c , O˝
h1i

is an 1–groupoid and
� is an active map .c; : : : ; c/ ! c over hni ! h1i, then Ext.�/ is a space and it
is equivalent to the fiber over � 2 O.n/ of the map O.nC 1/! O.n/ obtained by
forgetting the last input. This makes sense because the operad is unital. Here O.n/ WD

Mapf
O
˝
act
..c; : : : ; c/; c/. In the case where O.1/ is contractible, Ext.Idc/' O.2/.

We now recall the notion of a coherent 1–operad [54, 3.3.1.9]:

Definition 2.1.6 Let O˝ be a 1–operad. We say that O˝ is coherent if:

(1) O˝ is unital.

(2) The underlying .1; 1/–category O˝
h1i

of O˝ is a Kan complex.

(3) Suppose we are given two composable active morphisms in O˝

X
f
�!Y

g
�!Z:

Then the commutative diagram

Ext.IdY /

��

// Ext.g/

��

Ext.f / // Ext.g ıf /

is a pushout.
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Theorem 2.1.7 (Toën) Let CD S be the .1; 1/–category of spaces. Let O˝ be a
unital coherent monochromatic1–operad with a unique color c and O.1/'� .5 Then
the space Ext.Idc/' O.2/ is an O–algebra in Scocorr . More precisely, there exists a
map of 1–operads

(2-1-3)

O˝

$$

// Scocorr;˝q

xx

N.Fin�/

sending the unique color of O˝ to the space Ext.Idc/.

This theorem is proved in [72, Theorem 0.1] using nontrivial strictification arguments.
Here we suggest an alternative proof that avoids those arguments and gives a more
conceptual explanation. Moreover, this new strategy will be very useful throughout the
rest of this paper.

As discussed above, we are reduced to constructing an 1–functor

(2-1-4) Tw.Env.O//˝! Sop

sending the identity map Idc W c! c seen as an object of Tw.Env.O//˝ to the space
Ext.Idc/, an object � W .c; c; : : : ; c/! c in Tw.Env.O//˝ to the space Ext.�/, and
satisfying certain conditions.

Proof of Theorem 2.1.7 To produce the functor (2-1-4), we can use the Grothendieck
construction and instead construct a right fibration

BO

�
��

Tw.Env.O//˝

such that the fiber over an object � W .c; c; : : : ; c/! c in Tw.Env.O//˝ is the space
Ext.�/. We construct it as follows: Start with the source map

Fun
�
�Œ1�;Tw.Env.O//˝

�
ev0
��

Tw.Env.O//˝

5Recall that the being unital condition is equivalent to saying that O.0/ is a contractible space.
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which we know to be a cartesian fibration via the composition of morphisms (see [50,
2.4.7.5 and 2.4.7.11]). We let BO denote the (nonfull) subcategory of

Fun.�Œ1�;Tw.Env.O//˝/;

defined as follows:

(1) Its objects are those twisted morphisms

� WD .hni; �1W X1! Y1; : : : ; �nW Xn! Yn/
f
�! ı WD .h1i; ıW U ! V /

over the unique active map hni ! h1i such that the corresponding twisted arrowL
i2hniı Xi

x
//

˚i2hniı �i

��

U

ı

��L
i2hniı Yi V

y
oo

satisfies the following two conditions:

(a) The active map xW
L
i2hniı Xi ! U is semi-inert in O˝ and is defined over

one of the maps

hmi WD p

� M
i2hniı

Xi

�
! hmC 1i

corresponding to an inclusion that misses a single hmC 1i.

(b) The map y is an equivalence.

(2) A morphism in Fun
�
�Œ1�;Tw.Env.O//˝

�
over a morphism

� WD .hi; �1W A1! B1; : : : ; � W A ! B /
g
�! �

in Tw.Env.O//˝ is a commutative square

.h1i; !W W !Z/
h
// ı

�
g

//

t

OO

�

f

OO

over
h1i

Id
// h1i

hi
g
//

p.t/

OO

hni

p.f /

OO
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such that:

(a) Both t and f satisfy the conditions of item (1).

(b) In the induced diagram
W

h
// U

L
˛2hiı A˛ '

L
i2hniı

L
j2g�1figAj

OO

g
//
L
i2hniı Xi

OO

the map h sends the unique element p.W /�p.
L
˛2hiC A˛/ to the missing

element in hmC 1i.

It follows now from [54, Definition 3.3.1.4] that the fiber of the composite � W BO�
Fun

�
�Œ1�;Tw.Env.O//˝

�
! Tw.Env.O//˝ over an object

� WD .hni; �1W X1! Y1; : : : ; �nW Xn! Yn/

is the space Ext
�L

i2hniı �i
�
'
`
i2hniı Ext.�i /. We remark now that � remains a

cartesian fibration under the composition of twisted morphisms. We will check it in the
case when we have a single active morphism, as the general case can easily be reduced
to this one. Let � W X ! Y be an active map, and z� W X 0! Y be an extension of �
with X!X 0 semi-inert over the inclusion hni! hnC1i that misses a single element
ai 2 hnC 1i

ı . Consider
U

g1
//

�
��

X

�
��

V Y
g2
oo

a twisted morphism from an active morphism � to � . We remark that, as the operad has
a unique color and O.1/ is contractible, for any U ! U 0 semi-inert over an inclusion
that misses a single element p.U / WD hki ! hkC 1i, the space of factorizations

(2-1-5)
U 0

h
// X

U
g1

//

OO

X

OO

where h satisfies the conditions in (2b), is contractible. Indeed, the definition of
1–operad together with the condition (2b) tells us that

Mapp.h/
O˝

.U 0; X 0/'Mapp.g1/
O˝

.U;X/�O.1/'MapO˝.U;X/;
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showing that h is essentially unique once g1 is given. Moreover, the same argument
tells us also that, as the operad has a unique color and O.1/ is contractible, all semi-inert
morphisms U ! U 0 over an inclusion that miss a single element hki ! hkC 1i are
equivalent in a canonical contractible way via the permutations that change the choice
of the missing elements. This implies that � is a cartesian fibration.

To conclude we have to show that the functor associated to � ,

Tw.Env.O//˝! Sop;

(1) satisfies the condition of Corollary 2.1.3, and (2) is a weak cartesian structure in
Sop (in the sense of [50, 2.4.1.1]). But this is exactly where the coherence condition
plays its role: (1) is equivalent to the definition of coherent 1–operad, and (2) follows
from the fact that Ext..�1; : : : ; �n//'Ext

�L
i �i

�
'
`
i Ext.�i / (this is clear from the

construction and from the definition of Ext.�/ in [54, 3.3.1.4, 3.3.1.7]). In particular,
we have Ext.Id.c;:::;c//'

`
n Ext.Idc/.

Remark 2.1.8 It follows from the cartesian morphisms in the theorem that the co-
correspondence a

n

Ext.Idc/! Ext.�/ Ext.Idc/

induced by � 2 O.n/ can be canonically identified with the pullback of the diagram
considered in [72, Theorem 0.1]`

n O.2/�O.n/

''

// O.nC 1/

��

O.2/�O.n/oo

xx

O.n/

along the map � W � ! O.n/. See Remark 2.1.5. Following [72, Proposition 3.5], we
say that a monochromatic unital 1–operad in spaces O˝ is of configuration type if
for every n� 2 and m� 2, the natural composition diagram

O.n/�O.mC 1/qO.2/�O.n/�O.m/ O.nC 1/�O.m/

��

// O.nCm/

��

O.n/�O.m/ // O.nCm� 1/

is a pullback. Notice that in this case the condition of O˝ being of configuration type
is equivalent to being coherent — the compatibility between the spaces of extensions
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of two operations � W � ! O.n/ and �W � ! O.m/ is obtained by taking the fibers of
the diagram above over the map � � �W � ! O.n/�O.m/.

Example 2.1.9 As shown in [54, Theorem 5.1.1.1], the 1–operads E˝n are coherent.
In this case, for � 2En.k/, the space Ext.�/ is equivalent to a wedge

W
k S

n�1 and
the brane action is given by the usual cobordism-style action. When nD 1, the cospana

k

S1!
W
kS

1
 S1

can be identified with the usual pants with k–legs.

2.1.3 Functoriality of extensions Let F W O˝! O˝ be a map of 1–operads and
suppose both O˝ and O˝ are unital monochromatic with O.1/' O.1/0 ' �. Then
we have a natural morphism of right fibrations induced by F :

(2-1-6)

BO

�
��

F
// BO0

� 0

��

Tw.Env.O//˝ F
// Tw.Env.O0//˝

Indeed, as we know, both constructions Tw and Env are functorial. As the construction
Fun.�Œ1�;�/ is also functorial and the source map ev0 is a natural transformation, we
know that F induces a commutative diagram of right fibrations

(2-1-7)

Fun
�
�Œ1�;Tw.Env.O//˝

�
ev0
��

F
// Fun

�
�Œ1�;Tw.Env.O0//˝

�
ev0
��

Tw.Env.O//˝ F
// Tw.Env.O0//˝

More generally, the same argument gives us an 1–functor

BW op�1! Funrf.�Œ1�;Cat1/;

where op�1 is the full subcategory of op1 spanned by the 1–operads satisfying the
conditions at the beginning of this section and Funrf.�Œ1�;Cat1/ is the full subcategory
of Fun.�Œ1�;Cat1/ spanned by those functors that are right fibrations. We are now left
to check that if F is a map of operads then the induced map of right fibrations (2-1-7)
sends the full subcategory BO to BO0 , or in other words, F preserves the conditions
.1/ and .2/ in the proof of Theorem 2.1.7. But this follows immediately from the fact
that F is a map of1–operads and maps of1–operads preserve semi-inert morphisms.
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This follows from the fact that inert edges are cocartesian by definition. It also follows
from the proof of Theorem 2.1.7 that F sends � –cartesian edges to � 0–cartesian
edges.

2.1.4 Some examples and remarks

Remark 2.1.10 (from cospans to spans) Let O˝ be a unital coherent monochromatic
1–operad with color c . Then Theorem 2.1.7 tells us that the space Ext.Idc/ is an O–
algebra in Scocorr;˝q . Now fix a space X. Then we have a functor Map.�; X/W Sop!S.
We can use the definition of correspondences to see that this functor produces an 1–
functor .Scocorr/op ! Scorr which is monoidal with respect to the opposite of ˝q
on Scocorr and ˝� on Scorr .6 In this case the space Map.Ext.Idc/; X/ becomes an
O–algebra in Scorr by means of the composition

Tw.Env.O//˝! Sop
! S:

Example 2.1.11 (n–loop stacks) Let C be the 1–topos of derived stacks over a
field of characteristic zero, considered with the cartesian structure. See [74; 73]. As C

is presentable we have a canonical monoidal, colimit-preserving 1–functor

S�! C�:

By the universal property of correspondences, this functor provides an 1–functor

Scocorr;˝q ! Ccocorr;˝q :

In particular, for any unital coherent monochromatic 1–operad (in spaces) O˝ , we
can consider Ext.Idc/ as an O–algebra in Ccocorr;˝q via the composition

O˝! Scocorr;˝q ! Ccocorr;˝q :

In this case, for any derived stack X, the mapping stack Map.Ext.Idc/; X/ becomes
an O–algebra in Ccorr;˝� . In particular, when O˝ DE˝n , as En.2/' Sn�1 , we find
that the mapping stack Map.Sn�1; X/ becomes and En–algebra in correspondences.

Example 2.1.12 At the same time, when working with derived stacks which have com-
pactly generated derived categories of quasicoherent sheaves, Qcoh provides a monoidal
1–functor .dstk/op ! DGCatcont

k
, where DGCatcont is the .1; 2/–category of k–

linear presentable dg–categories together with continuous functors as 1–morphisms.

6Notice that if C is a category with finite products, the operation � induces a symmetric monoidal
structure in correspondences in C but this structure is no longer cartesian as it does not verify the required
universal property for the description of the mapping spaces to a product.
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For nice enough derived stacks, such as the notion of perfect stacks introduced in
[5, Section 3.1], this functor factors through the subcategory of compactly generated
dg–categories and satisfies the pullback-pushforward base change, and the .1; 2/–
monoidal universal property of correspondences tells us that Qcoh factors as a monoidal
functor

Spans1.nicedstk/! DGCatcont
k :

We restrict to the maximal .1; 1/–categories and obtain a monoidal functor

nicedstcorr
k ! DGCatcont

k :

As a corollary of the theorem and the previous example, we deduce that if X is a nice
enough stack, the dg–category Qcoh.Map.Sn; X// is an EnC1–monoidal dg–category,
thus recovering by a different method the result of [5, Section 6]. In [72, Corollary 5.4]
this is used to prove higher formality.

2.2 Brane actions for 1–operads in a 1–topos

2.2.1 We want to be able to work with operads enriched in derived stacks. The first
task is to define what these objects are. Thanks to the works [57; 39; 15; 12; 16; 17],
we can model 1–operads in the sense of Lurie [54], using the category of nonplanar
rooted trees �, either via dendroidal sets (ie presheaves on �) or dendroidal Segal
spaces, ie 1–functors N.�/op! S satisfying a local condition with respect to certain
Segal maps. We use this as an inspiration to define 1–operads in a hypercomplete
topos.7

Definition 2.2.1 Let T be hypercomplete 1–topos. The .1; 1/–category of 1–
operads in T is

op1.T/ WD FunSegal.N.�op/;T/:

Of course, when TDS, the comparison theorem of [39; 12] tells us that op1.S/'op1 ,
and in this case, when T is the topos of sheaves in a 1–site .C; �/, we have

op1.T/ WD FunSegal.N.�op/;Sh.C//' FunSegal;� .N.�op/�Cop; S/' Sh.C; op1/;

so that, according to our definition here, an operad in T is just a sheaf of 1–operads
on the site C. Equivalently, one can also describe op1.T/ as the .1; 1/–category of
limit-preserving functors Top! op1 : when T is a 1–topos, the Yoneda inclusion
provides an equivalence T ' FunLimits.Top; S/.

7Recall from [50] that hypercomplete topos can always be described as 1–sheaves over a site.
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Let us now explain the construction of brane actions for an 1–operad in a topos. Later
on we will be interested in the 1–topos of derived stacks over a field of characteristic
zero. Let M˝ 2 Sh.C; op1/ be an1–operad in TD Sh.C/. For the rest of this section
we will be working under the following assumption:

(A) For each Z 2 C, the 1–operad M˝.Z/ 2 op1 is unital, coherent and has
a unique color, which we will designate by cZ , and the underlying .1; 1/–
category of M˝.Z/ is a contractible 1–groupoid.

In this case we know from the discussion in the previous section that each M˝.Z/
admits a brane action in Scocorr . Our task now is to understand the compatibilities
between these brane actions. For that purpose we will need some preliminaries. The first
observation is that as M˝ has a unique color, we can use the equivalence � W op1.T/'
FunSegal.N.�op/;T/ (see the details in [39; 12]) to think of M˝ as a collection fMngn�0

of objects in T, defined by means of the following universal property: for every Z 2 C,
we have canonical equivalences

MapT.Z;Mn/' �.M˝/.Tn/.X/'MapM˝.Z/act
..cZ ; : : : ; cZ/; cZ/;

where Tn 2 � is the nonplanar rooted tree with n leaves. Of course, in this case,
Yoneda’s lemma gives us canonical maps in T

Mn �Mi1 � � � � �Min !Mi1C���Cin

that determine the composition operations in M˝ . In other words, we can think of
M˝ using our familiar intuition of operadic objects and their standard operations. This
machine captures all the necessary coherences. Moreover, as M˝ is unital, we will
have M0 ' �, so we will also have operations MnC1 ! Mn which correspond to
forgetting the last input. Our assumption (A) implies also that M1 ' �.

It follows from Remark 2.1.8 that a monochromatic 1–operad in an 1–topos T is
coherent if and only if the commutative diagram in T

(2-2-1)

Mn �MmC1qM2�Mn�Mm MnC1 �Mm
//

��

MnCm

��

Mn �Mm
// MnCm�1

is cartesian.

Given Z 2 C, the brane action bZ W M˝.Z/! Scocorr;˝q of Theorem 2.1.7 endows
the space of extensions Ext.IdcZ / in M˝.Z/ with a structure of M˝.Z/–algebra
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in cocorrespondences of spaces. Following our assumptions, and as explained in
Remark 2.1.8, for a given Z this space is given by MapT.Z;M2/. To describe the
action we can also mimic the arguments of Remark 2.1.8. Indeed, Yoneda’s lemma
ensures the existence of universal diagrams in T

(2-2-2)

`
n Mn �M2

//

''

MnC1

��

M2 �Mn

xx

oo

Mn

with the universal property: for a given � W Z!Mn , the effect of the action of � on
MapT.Z;M2/ 'MapT=Z.Z;Z �M2/ is the cocorrespondence obtained by pulling
back the universal diagram along � and taking sections over Z , namelya

n

MapT=Z.Z;Z �M2/!MapT=Z.Z; C� / MapT=Z.Z;Z �M2/;

where

(2-2-3) C� WDZ �Mn MnC1:

Remark 2.2.2 The coherence criterion of the diagram (2-2-2) can now be measured
in terms of the objects C� . In fact, M˝ is coherent if and only if, for any Z and any
two operations � W Z!Mn and � W Z!Mm , the map induced between the fibers

(2-2-4)

C� qZ�M2 C�
//

��

C�ı�

��

Mn �MmC1qM2�Mn�Mm MnC1 �Mm
//

��

MnCm

��

Mn �Mm
// MnCm�1

is an equivalence.

This two-step description (pulling back along � and taking sections) suggests that in
fact this algebra structure in Scocorr exists before taking sections, or in other words,
that the space Z �M2 is itself an M˝–algebra in .T=Z/cocorr . Intuitively, given
� W Z!Mn , the action of � on Z�M2 is simply the cocorrespondence over Z given
by the pullback along � of the universal diagram (2-2-2), namely

(2-2-5)

`
nZ �M2

//

&&

C�

��

M2 �Z

zz

oo

Z
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so the brane action in cocorrespondences in spaces can be recovered by applying the
monoidal functor

.T=Z/cocorr
! Scocorr

which applies MapT=Z.Z;�/ at the level of both objects and correspondences.

Let us explain how to construct this action over Z . We start with the following nice
consequence of Rezk’s characterization of 1–topoi:

Proposition 2.2.3 Let T be an 1–topos. The construction

Z 2 Cop
7! .T=Z/cocorr;˝q 2 op1

is an 1–operad in T.

Proof Recall that T=Z is again an 1–topos [50, 6.3.5.11]. Thanks to Charles Rezk’s
characterization of 1–topoi [50, 6.1.6.3], the assignment Z 2 Cop 7! T=Z is a sheaf
with respect to the topology in C and admits a classifying object, which we shall
denote by T=.�/ 2 T. In this case, as both .�/op and .�/corr are functorial and
are right adjoints (see Section 2.1.1), they commute with limits, so the assignment
Z 2 Cop 7! .T=Z/cocorr;˝q 2 op1 will also be a sheaf and representable in T. We will
denote this operadic object by .T=.�//cocorr;˝q .

In this case, the compatibilities between the different brane actions when X varies are
encoded by the following result:

Proposition 2.2.4 Let T be an1–topos and let M˝ be an1–operad in T satisfying
the assumptions in the beginning of this section. Then there exists a map of1–operads
in T ,

M˝! .T=.�//cocorr;˝q ;

encoding the brane action informally described as follows: given Z 2 C, it sends an
active map � 2M˝.Z/ to the operation given by the diagram (2-2-5).

Before giving the proof of this proposition let us recall a technical fact which will be
used several times throughout the paper.

Remark 2.2.5 Let � W X! Sop be a cocartesian fibration between .1; 1/–categories
classifying a 1–functor pW Sop ! Cat1 . Then the cartesian fibration that also
classifies p ,

R
Cart p! S , can be obtained as follows: define a new simplicial set Y
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over Sop such that maps of simplicial sets over Sop , MapSop.T; Y /, are in bijection
with maps of simplicial sets, Map.T �Sop Y; S/. In particular, an object of Y over
a vertex s 2 Sop is just a presheaf on X

op
s . Let Y0 � Y be the full subcategory

of Y spanned by those vertices corresponding to representable presheaves and let
Y

op
0 ! S denote the opposite of the projection Y ! Sop . Then this map is a cartesian

fibration that classifies p . Conversely, if ˛W X!S is a cartesian fibration classifying a
diagram p then the cocartesian fibration classifying the same diagram can be obtained
by applying these steps to the cocartesian fibration ˛op and then taking the opposite of
the output.

Proof of Proposition 2.2.4 As .T=.�//cocorr;˝q is a sheaf, the data of a morphism
of operadic sheaves M˝! .T=.�//cocorr;˝q is equivalent to the data of a morphism
in Fun.Cop; op1/. Using the adjunctions

Fun.Cop;CAlg.Cat1// ,�!
Env
 � Fun.Cop; op1/

and

Fun.Cop;CAlg.Cat1//
.�/corr

// Fun.Cop;CAlg.Cat1//;
Tw
oo

this is the same as the data of a natural transformation

Tw.Env.M˝//!
�
.T=.�//op��:

But, as in Theorem 2.1.7, this is the same as a natural transformation in Fun.Cop;Cat1/,

(2-2-6) Tw.Env.M//˝!
�
.T=.�//op�;

objectwise satisfying the conditions of a weak cartesian structure and the conditions
of Corollary 2.1.3. It will be more useful now to see them as functors Top! Cat1
via Kan extension. In this case, to obtain (2-2-6) it is equivalent to construct a map
between their associated cartesian fibrations over T

(2-2-7)

R
cart Tw.Env.M//˝

&&

//
R

cart

�
.T=.�//op

�
xx

T

preserving cartesian edges. Here the symbol
R

cart denotes the unstraightening construc-
tion of [50, Chapter 3]. We now remark that the cartesian fibration

R
cart

�
.T=.�//op

�
!T

can be described by applying the discussion in Remark 2.2.5 to the cocartesian fibra-
tion X WD

R
cocart

�
.T=.�//op

�
! Sop WD Top . But this, we can easily see, verifies
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canonically
R

cocart

�
.T=.�//op

�
'
�R

cart T=.�/
�op , where now

R
cart T=.�/! T is the

cartesian fibration classifying the categorical sheaf X 7! T=X. For this one we have an
explicit description, namely, it is given by the evaluation map ev1W Fun.�Œ1�;T/! T.
See [50, 5.2.2.5]. Therefore, and using the notations of Remark 2.2.5, we haveR

cart

�
.T=.�//op

�
D Y

op
0 , so the data of a map (2-2-7) is uniquely determined by the

data of a 1–functor

(2-2-8)
�Z

cart
Tw.Env.M//˝

�op

�Sop Xop
! S;

which, unwinding the notations, can be written as

(2-2-9)
Z

cart
Tw.Env.M//˝ �T Fun.�Œ1�;T/! Sop;

or, in other words, as the data of a (fiberwise over T ) left-representable right fibration

(2-2-10)

B.T;M/

��R
cart Tw.Env.M//˝ �T Fun.�Œ1�;T/:

We will now explain how to construct the correct right fibration. First we let BM
denote the image of M˝ through the composition

(2-2-11) op1.T/� Fun.Top;Cat1/
Bı�
��!Fun

�
Top;Funrf.�Œ1�; S/

�
ev0
�! Fun.Top;Cat1/;

where B is the functor constructed in Section 2.1.3. By construction, BM comes
equipped with a natural transformation

(2-2-12) BM! Tw.Env.M//˝

and the transition maps preserve cartesian edges. In this case it is an easy exercise to
see that the map induced between their associated cartesian fibrations

(2-2-13)
Z

cart
BM!

Z
cart

Tw.Env.M//˝

is again a right fibration.

Now let � W X ! S be a generic cartesian fibration between .1; 1/–categories and
let Fun.�Œ1�; X/Cart denote the full subcategory of Fun.�Œ1�; X/ spanned by the � –
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cartesian edges. Then it is also an easy exercise to check that the natural map

(2-2-14) Fun.�Œ1�; X/Cart
!X �S Fun.�Œ1�; S/

sending x! y 7! .y; �.x/! �.y// is an equivalence of .1; 1/–categories. Indeed,
the fact that it is fully faithful follow from the definition of � –cartesian edges (using
the characterization of � –cartesian edges via the mapping spaces of [50, 2.4.1.10(2)])
and the fact that it is essentially surjective follows from the definition of cartesian
fibration. In this case it admits a section s .

Returning to our situation, we apply this discussion to the cartesian fibration X DR
cart Tw.Env.M//˝! S D T and composing the section s with the evaluation at 0 we

obtain a map

(2-2-15)
Z

cart
Tw.Env.M//˝�TFun.�Œ1�;T/!Fun

�
�Œ1�;

Z
cart

Tw.Env.M//˝
�Cart

!

Z
cart

Tw.Env.M//˝:

Finally, we define the right fibration B.T;M/ in (2-2-10) to be the pullback

(2-2-16)

B.T;M/

��

//
R

cart BM

��R
cart Tw.Env.M//˝ �T Fun.�Œ1�;T/ //

R
cart Tw.Env.M//˝

It is clear from the construction that the fiber over an object .� over Z , uW Y !Z/

is the space of extensions Ext.u�.�// in M˝.Y /. In the case when � consists of a
single active map hni ! h1i in M˝.Z/ classified by a map Z!Mn in T, we have
canonical identifications

(2-2-17) Ext.u�.�//'MapY .Y; C� �Z Y /'MapZ.Y; C� /;

where C� is defined as in (2-2-3). More generally, if � classifies a list of active maps
�i W hni i ! h1i in M˝.Z/ corresponding to maps �i W Z!Mni , then by the defining
properties of extensions and because u� is a map of operads, we have Ext.u�.�//'`
i Ext.u�.�i //, which we can write as

(2-2-18) Map=Z.Y; C� /'
na
iD1

Map=Z.Y; C�i /;
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where we set

(2-2-19) C� WD
a
i

C�i

in T=Z (as we can always assume Y to be affine and, therefore, absolutely compact).

The formula (2-2-18) gives us the representability condition specified in Remark 2.2.5.

To conclude, let us remark that the map (2-2-7) thus obtained preserves cartesian edges.
Indeed, if �! � 0 is a cartesian edge in

R
cart Tw.Env.M//˝ over a map f W Z!Z0 , by

definition, this means that � 'f �.� 0/. By construction we then have C� 'C� 0�Z0Z ,
which is exactly what characterizes cartesian edges in

R
cart..T=.�//

op/.

It remains to show that the map (2-2-6) produced by this construction indeed satisfies
(1) the conditions of weak cartesian structure, and (2) the conditions of Corollary 2.1.3
objectwise. But (1) follows from the formulas (2-2-19) and (2) from the fact that,
as M˝ is coherent, the compositions are classified by pushouts as in the formula
(2-2-4).

Remark 2.2.6 To conclude this section let us mention that, as in Remark 2.1.8, and
thanks to Yoneda’s lemma, to check that a monochromatic unital 1–operad M˝ in T

having a single color with M˝.Z/.cZ ; cZ/'�, is coherent, it is enough to check that
for every n� 2 and m� 2, the composition diagram in T

Mn �MmC1qM2�Mn�Mn MnC1 �Mn

��

// MnCm

��

Mn �Mm
// MnCm�1

is a pullback diagram.

2.2.2 From cospans to spans In this section we explore the content of Remark 2.1.10
in the case when we fix an object E 2 T and consider branes mapping to E . As in the
remark, fixing E we have a natural strongly monoidal map of 1–operads in T

RHom.�/.�; E � .�//W .T=.�//
cocorr;˝q ! .T=.�//corr;˝�

mapping the induced coproduct structure in cospans to the product structure in spans.8

We can now compose with the brane action of Proposition 2.2.4 to produce a map of

8This is indeed a strongly monoidal map of 1–operads because T is an 1–topos.
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1–operads

(2-2-20) M˝! .T=.�//cocorr;˝q ! .T=.�//corr;˝� :

Intuitively, this map is defined by the formula sending an operation � W Z!Mn to

RHom=Z
�`

nZ�M2; E�Z
�

**

RHom=Z.C� ; E�Z/oo //

��

RHom=Z.Z�M2; E�Z/

uu
Z

where C� is the pullback

C� WDZ �Mn MnC1
//

��

MnC1

��

Z
�

// Mn

This correspondence is of course equivalent to

(2-2-21)

Q
nE

M2 �Z

))

RHom=Z.C� ; E �Z/oo //

��

EM2 �Z

vv
Z

where EM2 WDRHomT.M2; E/.

In this case, and using the adjunction .��Z/W T! T=Z , (2-2-21) is equivalent to
the data of a correspondence in T

(2-2-22)

RHom=Z.C� ; E �Z/

uu ''�Q
nE

M2
�
�Z EM2

Again, by Yoneda, we have a universal diagram when Z DMn and � is the identity
map

(2-2-23)

RHom=Mn.MnC1; E �Mn/

tt
((�Q

nE
M2
�
�Mn EM2

so that for any � W X !Mn the correspondence assigned to � is the pullback of this
universal one along � .
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Remark 2.2.7 Using the discussion in Remark 2.2.5 and the arguments in the begin-
ning of the proof of Proposition 2.2.4, the composition (2-2-20) is determined by the
data of a (fiberwise over Top ) left-representable left fibration

(2-2-24)

B.T;M; E/

��R
cocart Tw.Env.M//˝ �Top Fun.�Œ1�;T/op;

where
R

cocart Tw.Env.M//˝!Top is the cocartesian fibration classifying the categorical
presheaf Tw.Env.M//˝ and Fun.�Œ1�;T/op! Top is the opposite of ev1 . Indeed, to
define a natural transformation Tw.Env.M//˝! T=.�/ it is equivalent to give a map
between their associated cocartesian fibrations

(2-2-25)

R
cocart Tw.Env.M//˝ //

''

R
cocart T=.�/

yy

Top

that preserves cocartesian edges. Applying the discussion in Remark 2.2.5 to the
cocartesian fibration X WD

�R
cart T=.�/

�op
! Top , such a map is equivalent to an

1–functor

(2-2-26)
Z

cocart
Tw.Env.M//˝ �Top Fun.�Œ1�;T/op

! S;

or, in other words, to a left fibration (2-2-24). Informally speaking, the fiber over
.� over Z; uW Y !Z/ is the mapping space MapZ.Y;RHomZ.C� ; E �Z//.

2.3 Brane actions for graded 1–operads

In this section we discuss the notion of graded1–operads and explain how to construct
graded brane actions. We will first deal with graded 1–operads in spaces and at the
end of the section we explain how to extend these results to graded 1–operads in a
topos.

2.3.1 Graded 1–operads and graded brane actions Intuitively, a graded 1–
operad is an 1–operad O˝ ! N.Fin�/ such that for every n � 0, the space of
operations Map

O
˝
act
..X1; : : : ; Xn/; Y / has a natural decompositiona

ˇ2B

Mapˇ
O
˝
act
..X1; : : : ; Xn/; Y /;
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where B is a monoid in sets. In other words, every operation is indexed by some
ˇ 2 B . Moreover, if � W X ! Y is an active map of degree ˇ and, for 1 � i � n,
�i W Zi ! Xi are active maps of degree ˇi , then the composition

L
i Zi ! Y is of

degree ˇ C
P
i ˇi . In order to formalize this idea, given B , we will construct an

1–operad in spaces N.FinB� / ! N.Fin�/ which, essentially, adds gradings to the
morphisms in N.Fin�/. Then we define a graded 1–operad to be an 1–operad O˝

equipped with a map of 1–operads O˝! N.FinB� /.

Construction 2.3.1 Let B be a monoid in sets with indecomposable zero.9 We define
a category FinB� as follows:

(1) Its objects are the objects of Fin� .

(2) A morphism hni ! hmi is a pair .f; ˇ/, where f is a map in Fin� from
hni ! hmi and ˇ is a function ˇW hmiı! B .

(3) The composition is dictated by the following rule:

Given .f; ˇ/W hni ! hmi and .g; �/W hmi ! hki, the map � ıˇW hkiı! B is
defined by the formula

.� ıˇ/.i/ WD

�
�.i/ if g�1.fig/D∅;
�.i/C

P
j2g�1.fig/ ˇ.j / otherwise:

It is clear from this definition that the composition law is well-defined. It is also
clear that FinB� has a forgetful functor FinB� ! Fin� which simply forgets the grading
functions ˇ .

Proposition 2.3.2 Let B be a monoid with indecomposable zero. Then the map
N.FinB� /! N.Fin�/ is an 1–operad.

Proof We verify the three conditions of [54, 2.1.1.10].

(1) Every inert morphism f W hni ! hmi 2 N.Fin�/ has a cocartesian lifting. Indeed,
we can lift f by choosing the grading given by the zero function .f; 0/. The grading
has to be zero because of the fact B has indecomposable zero. It is easy to see that this
is a cocartesian lifting: given .u; ˇ/W hni ! hki and a commutative diagram in Fin�

9Recall that indecomposable zero means that if ˇ; ˇ0 2 B are such that ˇCˇ0 D 0 then both ˇ and
ˇ0 are zero.
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hni

u
!!

f
// hmi

g

��

hki

we can show that there exists a unique dotted arrow in N.FinB� /

hni

.u;ˇ/ !!

.f;0/
// hmi

.g;�/

��

hki

that makes the diagram commute. Choose �D ˇ .

(2) Fixing f W hni ! hmi, we have

Mapf
N.FinB� /

.hni; hmi/'
Y

i2hmiı

Map�
iıf

N.FinB� /
.hni; h1i/;

where �i W hmi ! h1i is the inert map that sends i ! 1 and all the others to 0. In this
case we have

Mapf
N.FinB� /

.hni; hmi/' ff g �HomSets.hmi
ı; B/' ff g �HomSets

� a
i2hmiı

h1iı; B

�
'

Y
i2hmiı

ff g �HomSets.h1i
ı; B/'

Y
i2hmiı

B;

which is equivalent toY
i2hmiı

f�i ıf g �HomSets.h1i
ı; B/'

Y
i2hmiı

Map�
iıf

N.FinB� /
.hni; h1i/:

(3) N.FinB� /hni ' N.FinB� /
n
h1i

. This is obvious from the definition.

Remark 2.3.3 It follows from the construction and from the assumption that B has
indecomposable zero that a map .f; ˇ/ in FinB� is an isomorphism if and only if ˇD 0
and � is an equivalence. Moreover, it is also clear that a map in FinB� is inert [54,
Definition 2.1.2.3] if and only if it is inert in Fin� and its grading function is zero. The
same holds for semi-inert morphisms.
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Definition 2.3.4 Let B be a monoid in sets with indecomposable zero. A B –graded
1–operad is a map of 1–operads pW O˝! N.FinB� /.

Remark 2.3.5 As the inert morphisms in N.FinB� / are exactly the inert morphisms
of N.Fin�/ endowed with a zero grading, thanks to Remark 2.3.3 any map of 1–
operads O˝! N.FinB� / is a fibration of 1–operads.10 In particular, and thanks to
[54, 2.1.2.22], our Definition 2.3.4 is equivalent to the data of an .1; 1/–category O˝

together with a map to N.FinB� / satisfying the obvious graded analogues of Lurie’s
definition of 1–operads [54, 2.2.1.10].

There exists a combinatorial simplicial model structure in the category of marked
simplicial sets over N.FinB� / such that the fibrant objects are exactly B –graded 1–
operads.11 We let opB–gr

1 denote its underlying .1; 1/–category. It is clear from the
definition that we have opB–gr

1 ' op1=N.FinB� /. Notice also that we have a functor

(2-3-1) opB–gr
1 ! op1

that forgets the graded structure and admits a right adjoint, namely the pullback along
the map N.FinB� /! N.Fin�/. This functor admits a section that sees an operad as a
graded operad with zero gradings.

Remark 2.3.6 There is also a dendroidal approach to graded 1–operads. Indeed,
we can define a category �B of trees where each vertex v comes with the extra
data of an element ˇv 2 B and the morphisms of contraction sum the ˇ� . A graded
dendroidal Segal object in spaces is then an 1–functor N.�B/op ! S satisfying
the analogue of the Segal conditions for dendroidal spaces. One can show that the
.1; 1/–category FunSegal.N.�B/op; S/ is equivalent to opB–gr

1 . Indeed, consider the
equivalence op1 ' FunSegal.N.�/op; S/ and note that the last is also equivalent to the
full subcategory of Cat1=N.�/ spanned by those functors that are right fibrations
and satisfy the Segal condition after the Grothendieck construction. In this case the
1–operad FinB� produces a right fibration over N.�/ whose fibers are discrete spaces.
Its total category can be identified with �B and the map �B !� is just the functor
that forgets the gradings of the vertices. Following this discussion we have a chain of

10See [54, 2.1.2.10] for the definition of fibration of 1–operads.
11For instance, one can use the theory of categorical patterns of [54, Appendix B] as in the proof of

[54, 2.1.4.6].
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equivalences

(2-3-2) opB–gr
1 ' op1=N.FinB� /' .Catrf;Segal

1 =N.�//=N.�B/

' FunSegal.N.�B/op; S/:

We now discuss the notion of coherent 1–operad [54] in the graded setting. This time
we want the extensions to fix the gradings. Let O˝!N.FinB� / be a graded 1–operad.
Given an active morphism � W X ! Y 2 O˝ over .f W hni ! hmi; ˇW hmiı! B/, we
want to study the space Extˇ .�/ of all active morphisms z� W X˚X0! Y such that the
composition with the semi-inert map X!X˚X0 is � and z� is also of degree ˇ . As
discussed in Remark 2.3.3, every semi-inert map in FinB� must have zero grading. This
condition forces the grading function of any extension z� to be necessarily equal to that
of � , so that the definition of the space of extensions Extˇ .�/ is just the same Ext.�/
as in the nongraded case [54, 3.3.1.4 and 3.3.1.9]. It is also obvious from this that the
coherence of a graded 1–operad is determined by the coherence of its underlying
1–operad.

Let O˝ be a B –graded coherent 1–operad. Let us now deal with the construction
of brane actions for O˝ , compatible with the gradings. For that purpose we need to
construct a map of B –graded 1–operads

(2-3-3)

O˝

p

##

// Scocorr;˝q �N.Fin�/ N.FinB� /

uu

N.FinB� /

but, using the adjunction (2-3-1), this is the same as a map of 1–operads O˝ !

Scocorr;˝` , where we forget the grading of O˝ , in other words, a diagram

O˝
b

//

p
��

Scocorr;˝q

��

N.FinB� / // N.Fin�/

sending inert morphism to inert morphisms. But as inert morphisms in FinB� have
always zero grading, being inert in the graded sense is equivalent to being inert when
we forget the gradings.

Following this discussion, the construction of brane actions can be performed exactly
as in Theorem 2.1.7:
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Corollary 2.3.7 Let O˝ be a B –graded 1–operad such that its underlying 1–
operad is unital, coherent and has a unique color c with O.1/0D� and O.1/ˇ D∅ for
ˇ ¤ 0. Then there exists a map of B –graded 1–operads (2-3-3) encoding the brane
action for O˝ .

The functoriality arguments of Section 2.1.3 carry over to the graded context providing
an 1–functor BW opB–gr;�

1 ! op�1! Funrf.�Œ1�;Cat1/ sending

O˝ 7!
�
BO! Tw.Env.O/˝/

�
:

2.4 Graded 1–operads in a 1–topos and brane actions

The arguments of Section 2.2 carry over to the context of B –graded 1–operads
in an 1–topos T D Sh.C/, which, as in Section 2.2, we can define as objects in
Sh.C; opB–gr

1 /. One can also combine the arguments of Sections 2.3.1 and 2.2 to
produce brane actions for a graded-coherent 1–operad M˝ 2 Sh.C; OpB–gr

1 /.

As in Section 2.2, and as M˝ is monochromatic, we can think of M˝ as a collection
fMn;ˇ gn�0;ˇ2B of objects in T with the following universal property: for each Z 2 C,
we have canonical equivalences

M.Z/.n; ˇ/ WDMapˇM˝.Z/act
..cZ ; : : : ; cZ/; cZ/'MapT.Z;Mn;ˇ /

and again, by Yoneda, the composition laws of M˝ are represented by maps in T

Mn;ˇ �Mm;ˇ 0 !MnCm�1;ˇCˇ 0

satisfying the expected coherences up to homotopy.

To construct the associated brane action, we can proceed as in Section 2.2 and obtain a
map of B –graded 1–operads in T

M˝! .T=.�//cocorr;�q �N.Fin�/ N.FinB� /

which, as in the proof of Proposition 2.2.4, sends an operation � W Z!Mn;ˇ to the
object

(2-4-1) C� WDZ �Mn;ˇ MnC1;ˇ

in T. Moreover, the same arguments as in Section 2.2.2 tell us that the brane action of
a graded 1–operad M˝ with respect to a fixed target E ,

M˝! .T=.�//cocorr;˝q �N.Fin�/ N.FinB� /! .T=.�//corr;˝� �N.Fin�/ N.FinB� /
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informally given by the assignment12

.� W Z!Mn;ˇ / 7!RHom=Z.C� ; E �Z/

is induced by universal correspondences in T of the form

(2-4-2)

RHom=Mn;ˇ .MnC1;ˇ ; E �Mn;ˇ /

))
ttQ

nE
M2;0 �Mn;ˇ EM2;0

3 Stable actions

From now on, T will denote the 1–topos of derived stacks dstk over a field of
characteristic zero k , with respect to the étale topology. We set C WD dstaff

k
as notation

for the .1; 1/–category of derived affine schemes.

3.1 The operad M˝ of Costello and its brane action

3.1.1 The stacks M0;n;ˇ of Costello Here we follow [22]. Let X be a smooth
projective variety and let B WD NE.X/�H2.X;Z/ be the Mori cone of X, generated
as a monoid by the numerical classes of irreducible curves in X. The Mori cone satisfies
the following properties:

(1) NE.X/ has indecomposable zero: ˇCˇ0 D 0 implies ˇ D ˇ0 D 0.

(2) NE.X/ has finite decomposition: f.ˇ1; ˇ2/ 2 NE.X/�NE.X/ j ˇ1Cˇ2 D ˇg
is finite for every ˇ 2 NE.X/.

The Mori cone will play the role of the semigroup in [22] and will be our grading
monoid B .

We will use the definition of the prestack in 1–groupoids M0;n;ˇ of [22]. It classifies
(possible unstable) connected nodal genus 0 curves C with n marked smooth points
and an index ˇi 2B attached to each irreducible component Ci . Moreover, we impose
the following stability conditions:

� ˇ D
P
i ˇi .

� If ˇi D 0 then Ci has at least three special points, meaning marked or nodal
points.

12See Remark 2.2.7.
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The stability conditions of [22, Section 2] force M0;1;ˇD0 D∅ and M0;2;ˇD0 D∅.

Remark 3.1.1 If ˇ D 0 then M0;n;ˇ is the usual Deligne–Mumford stack of stable
curves M0;n . In particular, M0;3;ˇD0 D �, classifying P1 with three marked points.

The following proposition summarizes the main features of the prestacks M0;n;ˇ :

Proposition 3.1.2 The following holds:

(1) For all n� 0 and ˇ 2 B , the prestack M0;n;ˇ is a smooth and proper algebraic
stack in 1–groupoids, locally of finite type and nonseparated.

(2) Forgetting the last marked point and stabilizing the curve gives a proper separated
morphism M0;nC1;ˇ !M0;n;ˇ which is the universal curve when n� 3.

Proof See [22, Propositions 2.0.2 and 2.1.1, pages 568–569].

Remark 3.1.3 As the universal family is flat, the properties (1) and (2) combined mean
that the object C� associated to a map � W Z!M0;n;ˇ and given by the fiber product
in derived stacks (2-4-2) is the same as the fiber product computed in usual stacks
and, therefore, corresponds exactly to the curve over Z classified by � when n� 3.
When nD 2, C� DZ .

3.1.2 The collection fM0;n;ˇgn2N; ˇ2B as a graded 1–operad in derived stacks
We will now use the moduli spaces of Costello to construct a graded operad in stacks.
More precisely, we take the collection fM0;n;ˇ gfn�3;ˇ2Bg together with ad hoc spaces
of unary and nullary operations replacing the roles of M0;2;ˇ and M0;1;ˇ , respectively.
We have to do this in order to produce a graded operad to which we can apply our brane
action — and this requires the spaces of nullary and unary operations to be contractible.
Therefore, we introduce the stacks

Mfake
0;2;0 DMfake

0;1;0 D �;

each of which we view as a P1 , with two and one marked points, respectively, and
considered only with the identity automorphism. Moreover, we also set

Mfake
0;2;ˇ DMfake

0;1;ˇ D∅

for ˇ¤ 0. By imposing this we will have to modify the gluing operation of curves. See
below. We now remark that the collection fM0;n;ˇ gfn�3;ˇ2Bg[ fM

fake
0;2;ˇ

;Mfake
0;1;ˇ
gˇ
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forms a B–graded (symmetric) 1–operad in derived stacks. We proceed as fol-
lows: Recall that the 1–category of stacks in groupoids embeds fully faithfully in
the .1; 1/–category of derived stacks dstk .13 In general, this inclusion commutes
with colimits but not with products. However, the compatibility with products holds
when the stacks involved are smooth, as smoothness implies flatness, which means
the derived tensor product is isomorphic to the ordinary one. In our case smoothness
follows from Proposition 3.1.2. Therefore, it will be enough to show that the family
fM0;n;ˇ gfn�3;ˇ2Bg [ fM

fake
0;2;ˇ

;Mfake
0;1;ˇ
gˇ forms a B –graded operad in classical 1–

stacks. Intuitively, the composition operation corresponds to gluing curves along the
marked points. The last point is thought of as the output of the operation. For this we
need to make a shift in our notations: we set

(3-1-1) M.n; ˇ/ WDM0;nC1;ˇ

if n� 3 and

(3-1-2) M.1; ˇ/ WDMfake
0;2;ˇ and M.0; ˇ/ WDMfake

0;1;ˇ ;

and with this definition we have M.0; ˇ/'M.1; 0/' �.

Proposition 3.1.4 The collection fM.n; ˇ/gfˇ2B;n2Ng forms a unital B –graded
(symmetric) operad in classical 1–stacks. The unit is the unique element of Mfake

0;2;0

given by a P1 with two marked points. Moreover, as M.2; 0/ WDM0;3;0 is the moduli
of stable curves with 3 marked points, it is contractible.

Proof The proof is the same as noted in [31]. Composition is given by gluing curves
along marked points. To force the (fake) projective space with two marked points to be
the identity, one declares the maps M0;n;ˇ �M

fake
0;2;0!M0;n;ˇ to be the identity. The

operad is unital as Mfake
0;1;0 is contractible and Mfake

0;1;ˇ
is empty for ˇ ¤ 0. The maps

M0;nC1;ˇ !M0;n;ˇ for n � 3, corresponding to the composition with the nullary
operation in Mfake

0;1;0 , are declared to be obtained by forgetting the last marked point
and stabilizing. If nD 2 and ˇ ¤ 0, there is no such map in this operad.

Remark 3.1.5 The necessity of replacing M0;2;0 by its fake version Mfake
0;2;ˇ

is related
to our conditions for the existence of a brane action, as it requires the space of unary
operations to be contractible. By using this fake version we will essentially lose the

13Compose with the nerve functor from groupoids to simplicial sets and take the Kan extension along
the inclusion Affclassic

� dAff.
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moduli spaces of stable maps with two marked points. As we shall see below this is
not relevant in the structure of the quantum product but it is rather crucial to explain
the lax structure of our Gromov–Witten action. As we shall see in the next section the
lax associativity is controlled by these 2–marked stable maps.

This B –graded operad in classical smooth 1–stacks can be written as a graded den-
droidal Segal object (see Remark 2.3.6) with values in stacks in 1–groupoids, sending a
graded tree T 2N.�op

B / to the stack
Q
v2Vert.T /M0;n.v/;ˇv , where n.v/ is the number

of edges attached to the vertex v and ˇv is the grading of the vertex v . This satisfies
the Segal conditions and, as the inclusion of smooth stacks in derived stacks is monoidal
for the cartesian product, we find that the collection fM.n; ˇ/gfn;ˇg forms a mono-
chromatic unital B –graded 1–operad in derived stacks. We will denote it by M˝ .

Remark 3.1.6 Given an object Z 2 C, the graded 1–operad in spaces M˝.Z/!

N.FinB� / verifies

Mapˇ
M˝.Z/act

..cZ ; : : : ; cZ/; cZ/'MapT.Z;M.n; ˇ//'MapT.Z;M0;nC1;ˇ /:

It is also important to note that, by definition of the operadic structure in the moduli
spaces of Costello, the composition of two active morphisms in M˝.Z/

hni
.f;ˇ/
��!hmi

.g;�/
��!h1i

corresponds to a gluing of curves over Z . More precisely, if f classifies a family
fC i
f
gi2hmiı of curves over Z with C i

f
with grading ˇi , and g classifies a curve

Cg with grading �, then the composition g ı f classifies the curve of total grading
�C

P
ˇi obtained by gluing the last marked point of the C i

f
to the i –marked point

of Cg .

Contrary to what the reader could expect at this point, the operad M˝ , although
it satisfies all the conditions in (A) (page 1782), it is not coherent. This occurs
essentially because if � and � are two composable operations classifying two curves
C� and C� , the gluing of these two curves along a marked point, which classifies
the composition C�ı� , is not equivalent to the pushout C� q� C� in the .1; 1/–
category of derived stacks (as expressed in Remark 2.2.2). Indeed, the inclusion of
schemes in derived stacks does not commute with pushouts in general, even along
closed immersions. All we have is the canonical map

� W C� q� C� ! C� q
Sch
� C� ' C�ı� :
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Nevertheless, part of the proof of Theorem 2.1.7 still makes sense. Namely, we don’t
need coherence to have the natural transformation

(3-1-3) Tw.Env.M//˝! T=.�/op:

Remark 3.1.7 This map sends an operation � consisting of a single active map over Z
to C� as defined in the formula (2-4-1). Moreover, it sends a twisted arrow � ! �

to a map C� ! C� . Thanks to the description of compositions in M˝.Z/ as gluing
of curves (see Remark 3.1.6), we know that the data of a morphism � W � ! � in
Tw.Env.M.Z///˝ consists of a way to express C� , as obtained from C� , by attaching
some components determined by � . For simplicity, consider the case where � is
encoded by a commutative diagram ‰ :14

(3-1-4)

hni

�

��

u
//

‰

hmi

�

��

h1i h1i

The commutativity of this square in M˝.Z/ means that in fact the curve C� classified
by � is equivalent (in this case isomorphic) to the curve obtained from the curve C�
classified by � by attaching the curves fC iugi2hmiı classified by u. This pushout (in
schemes!) attaches the last marked point of C iu to the i –marked point of C� . The
commutativity of the diagram is given by the data of an equivalence ‰ between C�
and the result of this gluing. In this case the canonical map C� ! C� can be naturally
identified with the inclusion, composed with ‰ .

The main problem with (3-1-3) is that it doesn’t satisfy the conditions of Corollary 2.1.3.
But in fact, to our purposes, this is not a real issue. Although the map � is not an
equivalence in T, if we take EDX , the smooth projective variety fixed at the beginning
of this section, we know that RHom.�; X/ will see � as an equivalence. Indeed, this
follows from the characterization of pushouts of schemes along closed immersions in
terms of pullbacks for quasicoherent sheaves, via Tannakian duality. More precisely,
we can use the results of [7, Theorem 1.4; 51, Theorem 7.1] to obtain the criterion
of [6]. More generally, following loc. cit. and [36, page 4], we could also take X to be
a perfect stack in the sense of [5].

In this case the composition with the natural transformation RHom.�/.�; X ��/

Tw.Env.M//˝! T=.�/op
! T=.�/

14In fact we can always reduce to this case.
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gives a map satisfying the conditions of Corollary 2.1.3 and therefore a map of 1–
operads

M˝! .T=.�//corr;˝� :

Corollary 3.1.8 Let X be a smooth projective algebraic variety. Then X is an M˝–
algebra. The algebra structure is encoded by the correspondences

(3-1-5)

RHom=M0;nC1;ˇ
.M0;nC2;ˇ ; X �M0;nC1;ˇ /

''
uu

Xn �M0;nC1;ˇ X

3.2 The stable subaction of M˝

We now want to consider a certain subaction of that constructed in the previous section.
Following Proposition 3.1.2 and Remark 3.1.3, the stack M0;nC1;ˇ is the universal
curve over M0;n;ˇ . Then the derived stack RHom=M0;n;ˇ

.M0;nC1;ˇ ; X �M0;n;ˇ /

classifies pairs .C; f /, where C is classified by M0;n;ˇ and f is a map f W C!X. In-
side this stack there is an open substack RM0;n.X; ˇ/ (in fact, a connected component)
that classifies stable maps to X such that on geometric points we have f�.ŒCi �/D ˇi
for each irreducible component Ci of C . This agrees with [67, Definition 2.7] because
the map from the moduli space of Costello to the moduli space of presentable curves is
étale [22, Proposition 2.0.2]. Moreover, by [67] we know that this stack is a proper
derived Deligne–Mumford stack which is quasismooth. The reason we are interested
in the derived stack RM0;n.X; ˇ/ is the fact that its structure sheaf is the origin of
all the virtual phenomena in Gromov–Witten theory. We will come back to this later
on. For now we are merely interested in producing a new brane action — a stable
action — where the universal correspondences (3-1-5) are replaced by (1-2-1), where
the arrows are obtained by composition the maps of (3-1-5) with the open immersion
RM0;n.X; ˇ/�RHom=M0;n;ˇ

.M0;nC1;ˇ ; X �M0;n;ˇ /. Our goal in this section is to
show that this restriction still carries all the coherences defining an action of M˝ . We
start with the brane action to the fixed target X, encoded by the map of B –graded
1–operads in T

M˝! T=.�/corr
�N.Fin�/ N.FinB� /

of Corollary 3.1.8. By adjunction, this is the same as a map of 1–operads in T,
M˝! .T=.�//corr;˝� , which, by repeating the arguments in Remark 2.2.7 is given
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by a (fiberwise over Top ) left-representable left fibration

(3-2-1)

B.T;M; X/

�X
��R

cocart Tw.Env.M//˝ �Top Fun.�Œ1�;T/op

whose fiber over .� D .�1; : : : ; �n/ over Z; uW Y ! Z/ can be described as the
mapping space MapZ.Y;RHomZ.C� ; X � Z//, where now C� is the coproduct`
i C�i with each C�i defined as in the formula (2-4-1).

To construct the stable action we consider the full subcategory

BStb.T;M; X/� B.T;M; X/

whose fiber over an object .� D .�1; : : : ; �n/ over Z; uW Y !Z/ is spanned by those
maps

(3-2-2)

Y

��

// RHomZ.C� ; X �Z/

ww
Z

such that, for each i , the map Y ! RHomZ.C�i ; X �Z/ factors through the open
substack (in fact, connected component) RHomStb

Z .C�i ; X �Z/ classifying families
of maps

C�i

  

fi
// Z �X

||

Z

such that for each geometric point z of Z , the base change fz satisfies .fz/�.ŒC�i ;z�/D
ˇi in cohomology. Here ˇi is the degree associated to the active map �i . It follows
from the definition of M0;n;ˇ that such fi are necessarily stable maps. In particular,
when ZDM0;n;ˇ and � is the identity of the unique color, we see that the derived stack
RHomStb

M0;n;ˇ
.M0;nC1;ˇ ; Z �X/ is exactly the derived enhancement of the stack of

stable maps M0;n.X; ˇ/ of [67, Definition 2.7].

The main result of this section is the following:

Proposition 3.2.1 The composition

(3-2-3) BStb.T;M; X/� B.T;M; X/!

Z
cocart

Tw.Env.M//˝ �Top Fun.�Œ1�;T/op
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is a (fiberwise in Top ) left-representable left fibration. Moreover, it defines a new map
of B –graded 1–operads in T

(3-2-4) M˝! T=.�/corr
�N.Fin�/ N.FinB� /

explicitly given by the correspondences in the formula (1-2-1). (We will call it the
stable brane action.)

Proof Let t W .� over Z; uW Y !Z/! .� 0 over Z0; vW Y 0!Z0/ be a morphism inR
cocart Tw.Env.M//˝ �Top Fun.�Œ1�;T/op over a map f W Z!Z0 in Top and let

(3-2-5)

Y �Z C�

$$

// X �Z

||

Z

be an object in BB–gr;Stb.T;M; X/ over .� over Z; uW Y ! Z/. As part of the data
of t we are given a commutative diagram in T

(3-2-6)

Y 0 //

v
��

Y

u

��

Z0
f
// Z

and, by construction of �X, cocartesian liftings of t are given by first taking the base
change of the diagram (3-2-5) under f W Z0!Z

(3-2-7)

.Y �Z C� /�Z Z
0 ' .Y �Z Z

0/�Z0 Cf �.�/

''

// X �Z0

~~

Z0

and then composing with the canonical map Y 0!Y �ZZ
0 . The conclusion now follows

because the pullback of a family of stable maps is stable, as stability is determined at
the level of geometric points.

To conclude the proof we have to justify why (3-2-3) provides again a map of 1–
operads. The condition of weak cartesian structure follows by the arguments used in
the proof of Proposition 2.2.4: the tensor structure in Tw.Env.M//˝.Z/ corresponds
to the disjoint union of curves. The conditions of Corollary 2.1.3 follow because the
compositions of operations are classified by the gluings of curves along marked points
as in the formula (2-2-4) and the gluing of stable maps is stable, as stability is a local
condition.
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3.3 Gromov–Witten lax action

So far we have been using the operad M˝ that assembles the moduli stacks of Costello.
The reason is merely technical: it provides a natural context where the moduli of
stable maps appears as part of the brane action. One would now like to extend this
to an action of the usual operad of stable curves provided by the family of smooth
and proper Deligne–Mumford stacks of stable curves with marked points M0;n . The
composition operation is given by gluing curves along the marked points as in M˝ .
It is well known, after [31; 42, Section 1.3.9], that this family forms a (symmetric)
unital operad in 1–stacks by declaring M0;2 to be a point, thought of as a copy of
the projective space with two marked points and only the trivial automorphism, and
modifying the composition law by performing stabilizations after gluing the curves.
As in Section 3.1.2, and repeating the shifting of notations in the formula (3-1-1), this
provides an operad in the 1–topos of derived stacks, which we will denote by M˝ .
We will leave it to the reader to verify that the canonical maps M0;n;ˇ !M0;n � fˇg

given by stabilization assemble to a map of graded operads in 1–stacks and, as these
are smooth, to a map of graded 1–operads in derived stacks. More precisely, this is a
map of B –graded 1–operads in T

M˝!M˝ �N.Fin�/ N.FinB� /;

which, by the adjunction (2-3-1), we can also write as a map of 1–operads

(3-3-1) StbW M˝!M˝

given by the maps a
ˇ

M0:n;ˇ !M0;n:

Our goal in this section is to explore the interaction of the stable action (3-2-4) with
this stabilization morphism. Our main result is Theorem 1.1.2 written in a somewhat
less natural language. To present the results as written in Theorem 1.1.2 one would
need many aspects of the theory of .1; 2/–categories that are not yet available in the
literature. We found a way to avoid those aspects that allows us to still give a precise
statement while remaining in the setting of .1; 1/–categories and without changing
the content, at the cost of a less evident formulation.

To explain the result, the first observation is that the sheaf of 1–operads in T given by
T=.�/corr;˝� is in fact the 1–categorical truncation of a sheaf of symmetric monoidal
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.1; 2/–categories

(3-3-2) Spans.T=.�//˝� W Z 7! Spans.T=Z/˝� for Z 2 Top:

This follows from the same arguments as for correspondences, as the construction of
spans commutes with products (see [38]).

We claim that any such sheaf can be presented as a sheaf of categorical operads in T.
Recall from [72] that a categorical operad in spaces is an 1–functor �op! Cat1
satisfying the Segal conditions. Of course, the inclusion S� Cat1 produces a fully
faithful functor op1! op.Cat1/ WD FunSegal.�op;Cat1/. Informally speaking, these
correspond to multicategories where the collections of n–ary operations form .1; 1/–
categories. A natural source of categorical operads in spaces are symmetric monoidal
.1; 2/–categories: Let C˝ be a symmetric monoidal .1; 2/–category. One can define
a categorical operad as follows: to a corolla Tn one assigns the disjoint unionG

.X1;:::;Xn;Y /

MapC.X1˝ � � �˝Xn; Y /;

where the .X1; : : : ; Xn; Y / runs over all the lists of nC1 objects in C and MapC is the
.1; 1/–category of maps in C. For a general T one imposes the Segal conditions. This
construction can be made functorial using the tensor products in C. For the moment
we will avoid giving a precise construction of this assignment and we will just assume
it has been constructed. We hope to give a precise construction in a later version of
this project.

In this case we can exhibit the data of Spans.T=.�//˝� as a limit-preserving 1–
functor Top! op.Cat1/, which we will again denote by Spans.T=.�//˝� . At the
same time, both M˝ and M˝ can be presented as categorical operads via the inclusion

Top
! op1 � op.Cat1/

and the map of 1–operads in T encoding the brane action M˝ ! T=.�/corr;˝�

is equivalent via the universal property of the 1–categorical truncation to a map of
categorical operads M˝!Spans.T=.�//˝� that factors through the maximal .1; 1/–
category. As a result we find a correspondence of categorical operads in T

(3-3-3) M˝ M˝! Spans.T=.�//˝� :

Using the Grothendieck construction, each categorical operad in T can also be presented
as a bifibration over �op � T and the maps of operads in (3-3-3) produce maps that
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preserve T–cartesian edges and �op –cocartesian edges (ie the Segal conditions):

(3-3-4)

R
M˝

r

$$

R
M˝

q

��

Stb
oo //

R
Spans.T=.�//˝�

p
vv

�op �C

We can now present our formulation of Theorem 1.1.2:

Theorem 3.3.1 There exists an 1–functor

(3-3-5)

R
M˝

r

$$

//
R

Spans.T=.�//˝�

p
vv

�op �T

given informally as follows: for each Z 2 C and for each corolla Tn , it sends a curve
� W Z!M0;n to the correspondence

(3-3-6)

Q
nX �Z

))

�`
ˇ RM0;n.X; ˇ/

�
�M0;n

Z

��

oo // X �Z

uu
Z

Moreover, this map does preserve cartesian edges with respect to the projection to T

but does not preserve cocartesian edges with respect to �op .

Proof We construct the required 1–functor as a relative left Kan extension

(3-3-7)

R
M˝

��

//

Stb
��

R
Spans.T=.�//˝�

p

��R
M˝

r
//

77

T ��op

In order to proceed we note that p is in fact a locally cocartesian fibration. So far p
was constructed as a bifibration: cocartesian with respect to �op and cartesian with
respect to T. Given a corolla Tn 2 �op and Z 2 T , the fiber of p over .Tn; Z/ is
given by a comma category in the topos theory, where the relevant part is the category
MapSpans.T=Z/

�Q
nX �Z;X �Z

�
. We now note that the cartesian fibration defined

by taking the fiber over a corolla Tn ,�Z
Spans.T=.�//˝�

�
��op fTng ! T;
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is in fact a bicartesian fibration. Indeed, as the cartesian structure is given by base
change, the bicartesian structure is given by the left adjoint of the base change, meaning
the composition functors. We are in the following situation:

(1) The composition Spans.T=.�//˝� ! T ��op is a cartesian fibration.

(2) For each Z 2 T, the projection Spans.T=.�//˝� �T fZg!�op is cocartesian.

(3) The fiber
�R

Spans.T=.�//˝�
�
��op fTng!T over a corolla Tn is a cocartesian

fibration via the forgetful functor.

It follows then from the same arguments as in [54, 4.5.3.4] (using the Segal conditions
instead of the inert cocartesian liftings) that p is a locally cocartesian fibration. It follows
then by [50, 4.3.1.10] that p–colimits are colimits in the fibers that remain colimits
under change of fiber via p–locally cocartesian morphisms. As the forgetful functors
between comma categories in a topos commutes with colimits and the cocartesian
liftings of maps in �op are given by taking pullbacks in a topos, thus also commuting
with colimits, it follows that p admits all p–colimits. This is enough to deduce the
existence of a lifting map as in the diagram (3-3-7), using the existence theorem [50,
4.3.2.13] and the results of [50, Section 4.3.3].

One must now show that this relative left Kan extension gives back the formula in the
statement of the theorem. For this we make a second preliminary observation: that in
fact the functor

StbW
Z

M˝!

Z
M˝

admits a right adjoint relatively to the projection to �op . Indeed, this follows from
a dual version of [54, 7.3.2.6], as, for each corolla Tn 2 �op , we have canonical
identifications�Z

M˝
�
��op fTng ' T

.�a
ˇ

M0;n;ˇ

�
;

�Z
M˝

�
��op fTng ' T=M0;n;

and as Stb is given by the composition with the stabilization map
�`

ˇ M0;n;ˇ

�
!M0;n

it has a right adjoint given by pulling back also along the stabilization map. Combined
with the arguments in the proof of [50, 4.3.3.9] (as both projections to �op are co-
cartesian fibrations), this implies that for each � in

R
M˝ over Z 2 T, the comma

category
�R

M˝
�
=�

is equivalent to the comma topos T=
�
Z�M0;n

�`
ˇ M0;n;ˇ

��
and

the formula for the p–relative Kan extension sends � to the colimit in the fiber over Z

„ WD colim
Z0!.

`
ˇM0;n;ˇ/�M0;nZ

forget.HomStb
=Z0.Cz� ; X �Z

0//;
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where forget is the functor that sees an object over Z0 as an object over Z along the
composition with u. Thus,

„' colimZ0!M0;n�M0;n
Z forget

��a
ˇ

RM0;n.X; ˇ/

�
�`

ˇM0;n
Z0
�
;

which, as the forgetful functor is a left adjoint, gives

„' forget
�

colimZ0!M0;n�M0;n
Z

��a
ˇ

RM0;n.X; ˇ/

�
�M0;n

Z0
��

' forget
�

colimZ0!M0;n�M0;n
Z

�a
ˇ

RM0;n.X; ˇ/

��
�M0;n

.Z �M0;n M0;n/

�.Z�M0;n
M0;n/Z

0

' forget
��a

ˇ

RM0;n.X; ˇ/

�
�M0;n

.Z �M0;n M0;n/

�
�.Z�M0;n

M0;n/ .colimZ0!M0;n�M0;n
Z Z

0/

' forget
��a

ˇ

RM0;n.X; ˇ/

�
�M0;n

Z

�
�.Z�M0;n

M0;n/ .Z �M0;n M0;n/

' forget
��a

ˇ

RM0;n.X; ˇ/

�
�M0;n

Z

�
:

It is immediate to see from this description that this map preserves cartesian edges
relatively to T. Moreover, it is also clear that it is defined over �op as both Stb and
the brane action are, and the pT–cocartesian structure is defined fiberwise relatively
to �op . We will now explain why it does not preserve cocartesian edges relatively
to �op . To simplify the notations let us write

(3-3-8) RM�
0;n.X/ WD

�a
ˇ

RM0;n.X; ˇ/

�
�M0;n

Z

for � W Z!M0;n . Let T be a tree in � consisting of a gluing of a corolla Tn�1 to
a corolla Tm�1 , where the root of Tn�1 is attached to the first leaf of Tm�1 . Then,
because of the Segal condition, we can think of an object in

R
M˝ over .T;Z/ as a pair

.�; �/ of composable curves over Z , where � has n marked points and � has m marked
points. Then, by the previous discussion, the relative Kan extension sends the object
.�; �/ over .T;Z/ to the pair of arrows .RM�

0;n.X/!Xn; RM�
0;m.X/!Xm/; here

we again use the Segal condition for Spans.T=.�//˝� to identify objects over .T;Z/ as
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pairs. By definition, an r –cocartesian lifting for the contraction map .TnCm�2; Z/!
.T;Z/ in � gives the gluing of the two curves .�; �/! � ı � . Its target is sent to the
map RM�ı�

0;nCm�2.X/!XnCm�2 while, by definition of the cocartesian fibration p
(relatively to �op ), a p–cocartesian lifting of the same contraction map has target
the map RM�

0;n.X/ �X RM�
0;m.X/ ! XnCm�2 . The universal property of pop

� –
cocartesian morphisms then gives us a canonical map

RM�
0;n.X/�X RM�

0;m.X/!RM�ı�
0;nCm�2.X/

which corresponds to the gluing of the two stable maps. This is not an equivalence in
general.

Following the terminology of [72] we will say that this map obtained in the theorem
is a very lax map of categorical operads from M˝ to Spans.T=.�//˝� , and we will
denote it by M˝Ý Spans.T=.�//˝� . Unwinding the definitions, this encodes the
coherences of an action, given by universal correspondences

(3-3-9)

`
ˇ RM0;n.X; ˇ/

zz $$

M0;n Xn

and satisfying a lax associative law given by the gluing maps

M0;n�M0;m

�`̌
RM0;n.X; ˇ/

�
�
�`̌

RM0;m.X; ˇ/
�

oo //
Xn�Xm D

Xn�1�X�X�Xm�1

M0;n�M0;m

�`̌
RM0;n.X; ˇ/

�
�X

�`̌
RM0;m.X; ˇ/

�
q�

��

OO

// Xn�1�X�Xm�1

Idn�1���Idm�1

OO

M0;n�M0;m

��

�`̌
RM0;nCm�2.X; ˇ/

�
�M0;nCm�2

.M0;n�M0;m/

x�

oo

��

Xn�1�X�Xm�1

Idn�1���Idm�1

��

M0;nCm�2

`̌
RM0;nCm�2.X; ˇ/oo // Xn�1���Xm�1

which are noninvertible.
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Remark 3.3.2 All the derived stacks involved in this action are derived geometric
stacks. This follows from [74, 1.3.3.4 and 1.3.3.5], which shows that the notion of being
n–geometric is local, stable under pullbacks and in particular closed under small disjoint
unions. Another important consequence of this is that we have the base-change formula
for the two pullback squares in the diagram — see [23, Corollary 1.4.5] or [37, B.15].

To conclude this section we will also show that our lax action admits a graded version.
This will be more useful to us in the next sections. Indeed, we can start with the
correspondence of graded operads

(3-3-10) M˝ �N.Fin�/ N.FinB� / M˝! T=.�/corr;˝� �N.Fin�/ N.FinB� /

and, replacing the category of trees � by the category �B of Remark 2.3.6, we can
consider the corresponding notion of graded categorical operads in T . The definitions
apply mutatis mutandis.

Like in (3-3-5) we have a correspondence of such objects, which, using the Grothendieck
construction, we can exhibit as bifibrations

(3-3-11)

R
M˝�N.Fin�/N.FinB� /

r
&&

R
M˝

q

��

oo //
R

Spans.T=.�//˝��N.Fin�/N.FinB� /

pB
uu

�
op
B �T

We have the following graded version of the lax action:

Proposition 3.3.3 There exists an 1–functor

(3-3-12)

R
M˝ �N.Fin�/ N.FinB� /

r
%%

//
R

Spans.T=.�//˝� �N.Fin�/ N.FinB� /

p
vv

�
op
B �T

given informally as follows: for each Z 2 C and for each corolla Tn , it sends a curve
� W Z!M0;n together with the choice of an element ˇ , to the correspondence

(3-3-13)

Q
nX �Z

))

RM0;n.X; ˇ/�M0;n Z

��

oo // X �Z

vv
Z
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Moreover, this map preserves cartesian edges relatively to T but does not preserve
cocartesian edges relatively to the �–direction.

Proof The proof follows from the same arguments as in Theorem 3.3.1. In this case
the lax structure is given by the gluing maps

RM�
0;n.X; ˇ/�X RM�

0;m.X; ˇ
0/

!RM�ı�
0;nCm�2.X; ˇCˇ

0/�M0;nCm�2 .M0;n �M0;m/;

where RM�
0;n.X; ˇ/ is the open component of RM�

0;n.X/ consisting of all stable
maps with total degree ˇ .

4 Categorification of GW–invariants and quantum K–theory

4.1 Categorification

We know from Theorem 1.2.2 that any smooth projective algebraic variety X, seen as
an object in correspondences, carries a natural action of the graded operad M˝ . We
now explain how to extend this action to the derived category of X and that this action
restricts to both perfect and coherent complexes.

Let Sp˝ denote the symmetric monoidal .1; 1/–category of spectra and let D.k/˝ WD
Modk.Sp/˝ denote the 1–categorical version of the derived category of k with its
standard symmetric monoidal structure. We set

DGCatcont
k WDModD.k/.Pr

L
Stb/;

where PrLStb is the .1; 1/–category of stable presentable .1; 1/–categories. Moreover,
we observe that the site C WD dstaff

k
is equivalent to CAlg.D.k/�0/ for the natural t –

structure in Sp. In this case, and following [30, Section 3.1], taking modules defines a
lax monoidal 1–functor

ModW Cop
! CAlg.DGCatcont

k /

informally described by the formula A 7!ModA.D.k//˝ 'ModA.Sp/˝ . Thanks to
[74, Theorem 1.3.7.2] this1–functor has fpqc descent and therefore, by Kan extension,
provides a limit-preserving functor QcohW Top! CAlg.DGCatcont

k
/.

One can also consider the composition

Cop Qcoh
// CAlg.DGCatcont

k
/

Mod.�/.DGCatcont
k
/
// CAlg.Catbig

1 /;
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which, thanks to [28, Appendix A] or [70, Remark 2.5], satisfies fppf descent. Here
Catbig
1 denotes the (very large) .1; 1/–category of not necessarily small .1; 1/–

categories. Again, it can be Kan extended to a limit-preserving functor

DGCatcont
W Top

! CAlg.Catbig
1 /:

We start this section with the construction of a (lax monoidal) map of .1; 1/–categories
over T

(4-1-1) .T=.�//op
! DGCatcont

informally given by the following formula: for Z 2 C, the map

.T=.Z//op;�
! DGCatcont.Z/

sends f W Y ! Z to the .1; 1/–category Qcoh.Y / seen as a Qcoh.Z/–module via
the action by f � WD Qcoh.f /.

Consider first the functor Fun.�Œ1�;Top/! Fun.�Œ1�;CAlg.DGCatcont
k
// obtained by

composition with Qcoh. Now, recall from [54, Section 3.3.3] the construction of a
generalized 1–operad Mod.DGCatcont

k
/˝!CAlg.DGCatcont

k
/�N.Fin�/ whose fiber

over .V˝; h1i/ 2 CAlg.DGCatcont
k
/ �N.Fin�/ is ModV .DGCatcont

k
/. In general, an

object in Mod.DGCatcont
k
/˝ over h1i can be thought of as a pair .V˝;M/, where V˝

is a presentable stable k–linear symmetric monoidal .1; 1/–category and M is another
presentable stable k–linear .1; 1/–category equipped with a structure of V˝–module.
There is now a natural 1–functor over CAlg.DGCatcont

k
/

Fun.�Œ1�;CAlg.DGCatcont
k
//

ev0

**

// Mod.DGCatcont
k
/˝
h1i

uu

CAlg.DGCatcont
k
/

which to a symmetric monoidal functor F W V˝ ! W˝ assigns the pair .V˝;W/,
where W is now seen as a V˝–module via F . See for instance the discussion in [60,
page 249]. Finally, by composition with Qcoh we obtain a commutative diagram

(4-1-2)

Fun.�Œ1�;Top/

ev0
��

// Mod.DGCatcont
k
/˝
h1i

��

Top Qcoh
// CAlg.DGCatcont

k
/
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To conclude the construction of (4-1-1) we observe that

� we have Z
cocart

.T=.�//op
'

�Z
cart

T=.�/

�op

and the last is given by Fun.�Œ1�;Top/ together with the evaluation at zero
to Top ;

�
R

cocart DGCatcont can be canonically identified with the fiber product

Top
�CAlg.DGCatcont

k
/ Mod.DGCatcont

k /˝
h1i
:

Therefore, the commutativity of (4-1-2) and the universal property of pullbacks give
the map (4-1-1).

For technical reasons we will need to impose some conditions in the derived stacks
we work with. As in [72], we consider a full subcategory V � T, namely, we will
consider V the full subcategory spanned by all perfect stacks in the sense of [5,
Section 3]. In particular, thanks to [5, Corollary 3.22], stacks of the form Y=G with
Y a quasiprojective derived scheme of finite presentation and G is a smooth linear
algebraic group action on Y over k , are perfect. Also, thanks to the combination of
[70, Corollary 5.2] and [27, Theorem 1] (see also [36, page 4]), quasicompact separated
Deligne–Mumford stacks with coarse moduli space, such as the stack of stable maps,
are perfect. We will now summarize the nice features of V:

(1) Any derived affine and any smooth and quasiprojective scheme of finite presentation
belongs to V. In particular, X belongs to V.

(2) The inclusion V � T is closed under products and V is a generating site for T.
Moreover, the 1–functor

V=.�/�W Z 2 Cop
7! .V=Z/�

is a stack of symmetric monoidal .1; 1/–categories and the inclusion V ,! T induces
a natural transformation

V=.�/! T=.�/

which induces a new natural transformation of strong monoidal functors

V=.�/corr;˝� ! T=.�/corr;˝� ;

this one being faithful but not full.
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(3) The morphism encoding the stable action on X

M˝! T=.�/corr;˝�

factors through the (nonfull) inclusion

V=.�/corr;˝� ,! T=.�/corr;˝� :

This follows from the formula (3-3-13) defining the action and the fact that the stacks
appearing in the middle are Deligne–Mumford with course moduli a scheme, therefore
perfect.

(4) The restriction QcohW Vop ,! Top ! CAlg.DGCatcont
k
/ has values in the full

subcategory CAlg.DGCatcont;c
k

/ spanned by the dg–categories having compact genera-
tors. In this case Qcoh is a strongly monoidal functor. Thanks to [70, Theorem 0.2
and Remark 2.9], the full sub-prestack of dg–categories having compact generators
DGCatcont;c

�DGCatcont is also a stack for the fppf topology. Moreover, this inclusion
is monoidal and in this case the composition V=.�/�!T=.�/�!DGCatcont;c defines
a monoidal map of stacks in symmetric monoidal categories.

(5) Notice that DGCatcont;c
k

is the 1–categorical truncation of .1; 2/–category —
following the results [68, Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.8], the hom-categories are
given by bimodules. In the same way, DGCatcont;c is a sheaf with values in symmetric
monoidal .1; 2/–categories. The composition V=.�/!DGCatcont;c satisfies the base-
change conditions of Section 2.1.1 — base change for derived Artin stacks — see [23,
Corollary 1.4.5], [37, B.15] or [5, Propositions 3.10 and 3.23]. By the .1; 2/–universal
monoidal property of correspondences [30, Part V] applied objectwise, it extends in an
essentially unique way to a strongly monoidal .1; 2/–functor

Spans.V=.�//˝� ! DGCatcont;c:

Finally, combining (3) and (5) we find a map of 1–operads in T

(4-1-3) M˝! V=.�/corr;˝� � Spans.V=.�//˝� ! DGCatcont;c

exhibiting an algebra structure on Qcoh.X/. By construction, over each affine Z , the
map of graded 1–operads

M˝.Z/! .V=Z/corr;˝� ! DGCatcont;c.Z/
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is defined by sending a stable curve � W Z!M0;n;ˇ to the correspondence over Z

(4-1-4)

Q
n�1X �Z

))

Z �M0;n;ˇ
RM0;n.X; ˇ/oo //

��

X �Z

vv
Z

and then, unwinding the universal property of correspondences, to the functor in

DGCatcont.Z/DModQcoh.Z/.DGCatcont;c
k

/

given by pullback-pushforward along (4-1-4)

(4-1-5)

Qcoh.Z �M0;n;ˇ
RM0;n.X; ˇ//' Qcoh.Z �M0;n;ˇ

RM0;n.X; ˇ//

pushforward

((

Qcoh
�Q

n�1X �Z
�
pullback

55

Qcoh.X �Z/

By items (1)–(5) above, this is equivalent to a map of compactly generated dg–categories
over Z

(4-1-6) Qcoh.X �Z/˝
n�1
Z ! Qcoh.X �Z/

and, as the base change Qcoh.Z/˝�W DGCatcont;c
k

! DGCatcont;c.Z/ is monoidal
and admits a right adjoint given by the forgetful functor, this is equivalent to the data
of a map in DGCatcont

k

(4-1-7) Qcoh.X/˝
n�1

! Qcoh.X/˝Qcoh.Z/:

Corollary 4.1.1 The map (4-1-3) makes Qcoh.X/ an algebra over the graded cate-
gorical operad fQcoh.M0;n;ˇ /gn;ˇ . The algebra structure is completely determined
by the pullback-pushforward maps in DGCatcont

k

(4-1-8) Qcoh.X/˝
n�1

! Qcoh.X/˝Qcoh.M0;n;ˇ /' Qcoh.X �M0;n;ˇ /

for n� 2 and ˇ 2 NE.X/.

We can now repeat the strategy used to construct the lax action of Section 3.3. As
DGCatcont;c

k
has a natural structure of symmetric monoidal .1; 2/–category, we can

also encode the data of the limit-preserving functor DGCatcont;c
W Top! CAlg.PrL/
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as the 1–categorical truncation DGCatcont;c
W Top! op.Cat1/ of a categorical operad

in T. Repeating the same arguments as in Section 3.3, we obtain a diagram

(4-1-9)

R
M˝ �N.Fin�/ N.FinB� /

r
''

R
M˝

q

��

Stb
oo //

R
DGCatcont;c

�N.Fin�/ N.FinB� /

l
uu

�
op
B �T

in the same conditions of the diagram (3-3-12). The next proposition establishes the
categorification of the lax Gromov–Witten action:

Proposition 4.1.2 There exists an 1–functor

(4-1-10)

R
M˝ �N.Fin�/ N.FinB� /

r
''

//
R

DGCatcont;c
�N.Fin�/ N.FinB� /

p
vv

�
op
B �T

given informally by pullback-pushforward along the universal correspondences (1-1-4)

(4-1-11) Qcoh.X/˝n�1 ! Qcoh.X �M0;n/:

Moreover, this map does send C–cartesian edges to C–cartesian edges but does not
preserve cocartesian edges in the �–direction.

Notice that as the M0;n is smooth and proper, the dg–category Qcoh.M0;n/ is dual-
izable object in DGCatcont;c

k
and also Qcoh.X �M0;n/ ' Qcoh.X/˝Qcoh.M0;n/.

Therefore the maps (4-1-11) are equivalent to the pullback-pushforward maps

(4-1-12) Qcoh.M0;n/˝Qcoh.X/˝n�1 ! Qcoh.X/:

Proposition 4.1.3 This action is compatible with the subcategories Cohb and Perf.

Proof As the pullback of perfect along any map is still perfect, for Perf one only needs
to justify why pushforward along the maps in the diagrams preserve perfection. This is
because X and M0;n are both proper smooth algebraic varieties and RM0;n.X; ˇ/ is
known to be a proper quasismooth derived Deligne–Mumford stack [74, Section 2.2.4],
so the stabilization-evaluation maps RM0;n.X; ˇ/!Xn �M0;n are therefore proper
and quasismooth. In this case, as explained in [71], pushforwards preserve perfect
complexes.
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For Cohb one has to justify both compatibilities with pushforwards and pullbacks: com-
patibility with pushforwards follows because the map is proper (see [29, Lemma 3.3.5])
and for pullbacks we use the fact that pullbacks along quasismooth maps between
proper DM–stacks are of finite tor amplitude.

4.2 The effects of the lax action on K–theory

In this section we explore how the categorified lax action obtained at the end of the
previous section induces an action on K–theory.

We start by recalling that the K–theory spectrum of an algebraic variety X is defined
to be the K–theory spectrum of the dg–category of perfect complexes K.Perf.X//.
Respectively, the G–theory spectrum is defined to be the K–spectrum of the dg–category
Cohb.X/ which, by definition, is the full subcategory of Qcoh.X/ spanned by those
complexes of bounded cohomological amplitude and coherent cohomology. By a
well-known theorem of Serre, if X is smooth then the inclusion Perf.X/� Cohb.X/

is an equivalence of .1; 1/–categories and therefore the K– and G–theories agree.

Let F DRM0;n.X; ˇ/ and let E1; : : : ; En 2K0.X/DG0.X/ and P 2K0.M0;n/D

G0.M0;n/. The K–theoretic Gromov–Witten numbers that appear naturally from our
lax action in Proposition 4.1.2 are defined by

p�.ev�.E1; : : : ; En/˝Stb�.P //

D p�.ORM0;n.X;ˇ/
˝ ev�.E1; : : : ; En/˝Stb�.P // 2 G0.�/D Z;

where p is the projection to the point. Alternatively, these are encoded by maps

(4-2-1) I0;n;ˇ W K0.X/˝n ! K0.M0;n/

induced from the lax action, ie via pullback-pushforward along (1-1-4).

Let us now explain how the lax associative structure produces the metric terms in-
troduced by Givental and Lee to explain the K–theoretic splitting principle. We ask
the reader to recall the commutative diagram on page 1809. Let ˇ0 D ˇ1 C ˇ2

and let n;m > 2. We have two different ways to go from K0.Xn�1 � Xm�1/ to
K0.M0;n �M0;m/: either we use the space of stable maps RM0;nCm�2.X; ˇ0/ and
the pullback diagram �, or we use the fiber product RM0;n.X; ˇ1/�X RM0;m.X; ˇ2/

and the pullback diagram � . The lax structure measures the difference between the
two. Our goal for the rest of this section is to give a more accurate description of this
difference.
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We start with some general preliminary remarks. The first observation concerns the
derived stack P.X/ WD

`
ˇ RM0;2.X; ˇ/. This stack has natural structure of monoid-

object over X given by the gluing to stable maps

(4-2-2) P.X/�X P.X/! P.X/:

This monoid structure can be obtained in a strict way as it exists already at the level
of the moduli 1–stacks of Costello,

`
ˇ M0;2;ˇ . By definition, this stack classifies

unparametrized rational paths on X and the monoid operation corresponds to the
concatenation. We then observe that for every n � 2 the stacks of stable maps`
ˇ RM0;n.X; ˇ/ are modules over P.X/ (simultaneously on the left and on the

right) via the gluing of stable maps along the last or first marked point. In this case,
given n;m � 2 we can have a semisimplicial object in derived stacks given by the
associated bar complex

(4-2-3) !
!
!

�a
ˇ

RM0;n.X; ˇ/

�
�X P.X/�X

�a
ˇ

RM0;m.X; ˇ/

�
!
!

�a
ˇ

RM0;n.X; ˇ/

�
�X

�a
ˇ

RM0;m.X; ˇ/

�
;

where the face maps are the gluing morphisms.

This semisimplicial object is naturally augmented by the gluing map

(4-2-4) !
!

�a
ˇ

RM0;n.X; ˇ/

�
�X

�a
ˇ

RM0;m.X; ˇ/

�

!

�a
ˇ

RM0;nCm�2.X; ˇ/

�
�M0;nCm�2

.M0;n �M0;m/:

Let ˇ0 2 NE.X/. By base change along the open inclusion

RM0;nCm�2.X; ˇ0/�
a
ˇ

RM0;nCm�2.X; ˇ/;

we obtain another simplicial object U.ˇ0/� informally described by

(4-2-5) !
!
!

a
ˇ0Dd1Cd2Cd3

RM0;n.X; d1/�X RM0;2.X; d2/�X RM0;m.X; d3/

!
!

a
ˇ0Dd1Cd2

RM0;n.X; d1/�X RM0;m.X; d2/
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with an augmentation U.ˇ0/�! U.ˇ0/�1 given by the gluing map

(4-2-6) !
!

a
ˇ0Dd1Cd2

RM0;n.X; d1/�X RM0;m.X; d2/

!RM0;nCm�2.X; ˇ0/�M0;nCm�2 .M0;n �M0;m/:

More generally, the level Œk� of U.ˇ0/� is given by the derived stack

(4-2-7)
a

ˇ0Dd0C���CdkC1

Zd0;:::;dkC1 ;

where we define

(4-2-8) Zd0;:::;dkC1 WDRM0;n.X; d0/�XRM0;2.X; d1/�X � � ��XRM0;2.X; dk/

�X RM0;m.X; dkC1/:

Again the face maps are the gluing maps.

For each k � 0 and for each partition of ˇ0D d0C� � �CdkC1 we will let f.d0;:::;dkC1/
denote the composition Zd0;:::;dkC1 � U.ˇ0/k! U.ˇ0/�1 .

Now we list some important facts that we will need in our discussion:

(1) The composition maps �W M0;n �M0:m!M0:nCm�2 are closed immersions
[44, Corollary 3.9]. By pullback, so is the map U.ˇ0/�1!RM0;nCm�2.X; ˇ0/.

(2) The derived stacks of stable maps RM0;n.X; ˇ/ are quasismooth. As X is
smooth, each stack Zd0;:::;dkC1 will also be quasismooth (quasismooth maps
are stable under pullback). Moreover, it is also known that the gluing maps
RM0;n.X; ˇ/�X RM0;m.X; ˇ

0/!RM0;nCm�2.X; ˇCˇ
0/ are closed immer-

sions.

(3) By the same pullback argument, the derived stack U.ˇ0/�1 is also quasismooth.

Notice now that the augmented semisimplicial object (4-2-6) lives in the full subcategory
of derived Deligne–Mumford stacks and, due to the finite properties of the Mori cone,
for each ˇ0 it becomes constant after a certain level k � 0 (in fact empty, as the moduli
of stable maps with two marked points and degree 0 is empty), in which case the
diagram is in fact finite.

We claim that in fact, for each ˇ0 , this augmented semisimplicial diagram has a colimit
inside derived Deligne–Mumford stacks. Not all colimits exist inside Deligne–Mumford
stacks, however, and thanks to [51, Theorem 6.1]15 we know the existence of pushouts
of derived DM–stacks along closed immersions.

15Here one has to show that the theory of derived DM–stacks viewed via the functor of points approach
is equivalent to the theory of DM stacks in the sense of [52] using ringed 1–topoi. This follows from
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We now note that the stacks Z.d0;:::;dkC1/ can be organized in a finite diagram where
all maps are closed immersions and whose colimit is the same as the realization of the
simplicial object U.ˇ0/� . Let �s denote the nonfull subcategory of � with the same ob-
jects but only the injective maps as morphisms. We know from [50, Lemma 6.5.3.7] that
the inclusion �op

s ��
op is cofinal. In other words, to compute the realization of U.ˇ0/�

we only need to care about face maps. To describe the diagram with the Z.d0;:::;dkC1/
we introduce an auxiliary 1–category ƒˇ0 . Its objects are pairs .Œk�; Sk/, where Œk�
is an object in � and Sk is a choice of a decomposition ˇ0 D d0C � � �C dkC1 . The
morphisms .Œk�; Sk/! .Œk0�; Sk0/ are given as in �S by specifying the generating face
maps. A face map .Œk�; Sk D fd0; : : : ; dkC1g/! .ŒkC 1�; SkC1 D f˛0; : : : ; ˛kC2g/

is, by definition, the data of a face map @i W Œk�! Œk C 1� in �s together with the
condition that

dj D

8<:
j̨ if j < i;

j̨ C j̨C1 if j D i;

j̨C1 if j � i C 1:

The collection of the Z.d0;:::;dkC1/ and closed immersions between them appears in
the form of a ƒop

ˇ0
–diagram ‰ˇ0 in the .1; 1/–category of derived Deligne–Mumford

stacks, together with a cone .ƒop
ˇ0
/F with vertex U.ˇ0/�1 . One can construct this

diagram by first constructing a similar diagram by hand in the category of usual 1–stacks
using the moduli spaces of Costello.

We have a forgetful functor t W ƒˇ0 ! �s . It follows from the definitions that the
fibers of t are discrete and it is an easy exercise to check that t is a right fibration.
Its opposite ƒop

ˇ0
!�

op
s is a left fibration with discrete fibers and it follows that, for

every Œk� 2�op
s , the canonical inclusion t�1.Œk�/� .ƒop

ˇ0
/=Œk� is cofinal by Quillen’s

Theorem A for 1–categories [50, Theorem 4.1.3.1]. In this case, we conclude that
the left Kan extension of ‰ˇ0 along the forgetful map t W ƒop

ˇ0
!�op is precisely the

simplicial object U.ˇ0/� . Moreover, as colimits are given as left Kan extensions along
the projections to the constant diagram, the colimit of ‰ˇ0 is canonically equivalent
to the colimit of U.ˇ0/� . Moreover, one can freely add degeneracies to U.ˇ0/� by
considering its Kan extension along the inclusion �op

s � �
op . As this inclusion is

cofinal, the colimit of this new diagram is the same. With the necessary care, we will
use the same notation for this new simplicial object.

[52, Theorem 2.4.1] together with the representability theorem [53, Section 2] together with the fact that
a map of simplicial commutative rings f W A! B is étale if and only if the map Specét.B/! Specét.A/

is étale. We thank Mauro Porta for explaining to us a detailed proof of this result, without using the
representability theorem.
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It is clear that the colimit of this diagram can be computed in a finite number of steps
using only pushout diagrams. In this case, by the discussion above, there exists a colimit
internal to the theory of derived Deligne–Mumford stacks Dˇ0 WD colimDM–stkU.ˇ0/� .

The key to understanding the combinatorics of Gromov–Witten invariants is hidden in
the canonical colimit map

(4-2-9) f W Dˇ0 WD colimitDM–stk
ŒkC1�2�

a
d0Cd1C���CdkC1Dˇ0

Zd0;:::;dkC1

! U.ˇ0/�1 WDRM0;nCm�2.X; ˇ0/�M0;nCm�2.M0;n�M0;m/:

For cohomological invariants, what matters is that this map is birational and, for the
K–theoretic invariants, the important point is that the f�.ODˇ0

/' OU.ˇ0/�1 . The first
fact follows from a standard easy argument — the map f induces an isomorphism when
restricted to the open substacks of stable maps whose underlying curves are already
stable. This is an easy exercise which we will leave to the reader. The second statement
concerning the structure sheaves is more involved: the proof we give below will use the
results on derived h–Cech descent for almost coherent and perfect complexes of [37]
together with the fact that our augmented semisimplicial diagram U.ˇ0/� is bounded
and provides an h–hypercover (in the bounded situation, descent and hyperdescent
are known to be equivalent). This derived h–descent for pseudocoherent and perfect
complexes is an important feature of derived algebraic geometry, which is not true in
the classical setting.

Recall that a (derived) h–cover, following [37, Section 4.2], is a morphism which is
represented by a relative algebraic space and which is a universal topological submersion.
Proper surjections are the example we are interested in.

One is interested in the semisimplicial augmented object U.ˇ0/� . Notice first that it
only has finite many levels. This follows from the decomposition assumptions on ˇ0 .
Starting from a certain level � � 1, all the terms are empty, as the moduli spaces
of stable maps with two marked points and degree 0 are empty.16 We can therefore
from here on replace U.ˇ0/� by the �–skeletal simplicial diagram sk�.U.ˇ0/�/ whose
colimit inside the theory of derived DM–stacks is again Dˇ0 .

One could try to show that the semisimplicial augmented object U.ˇ0/� is a bounded
h–hypercover. To check this one would have to check that for each k � � the canonical

16Here of course we use the real moduli with 2 points and now the fake ones introduced before.
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map

(4-2-10)
a

d0C���CdkC1Dˇ0

RM0;n.X; d0/�X RM0;2.X; d1/�X � � �

�X RM0;2.X; dk/�X RM0;m.X; dkC1/

! coskk�1.U.ˇ0/�/k
is an h–cover. At the first level we have

(4-2-11)
a

d0Cd1Dˇ0

RM0;n.X; d0/�X RM0;m.X; d1/! .U.ˇ0/�/�1;

which in fact is an h–cover as clearly it is proper (as both the source and target are
proper — see [55, 2.1.2.10 and 2.1.2.13]) and surjective.

However, starting from the second level these maps are not surjective, as is easy to
see — in U.ˇ0/0 �U.ˇ0/�1 U.ˇ0/0 we can only access the first factor by gluing first
and the last factor can only be accessed by gluing last, or vice versa. As is easily
understood, one needs to have both options to have surjectivity. In other words, we
have a lack of symmetry originating from the fact that the simplicial presentation of
U.ˇ0/� required us to fix an order for the different ways of gluing. In order to make
U.ˇ0/� a hypercover we need to consider all the possible orders. One possible way
to achieve this is to consider the symmetrization of U.ˇ0/� . Namely, recall that the
simplicial category � can be viewed as a nonfull subcategory of the category Fin
of nonempty finite sets (also known in the literature as symmetric simplicial), where
Œn� 2� is now viewed as an unordered set with nC 1 elements. Let �op! Finop be
the canonical inclusion. For any category C having colimits, we have a composition
functor Fun.Finop;C/! Fun.�op;C/ which admits a left adjoint given by taking the
left Kan extension along the canonical inclusion. The symmetrization of a simplicial
object U� is the new simplicial object defined by the restriction of this Kan extension,
which we will denote by U†

�
. Informally, it is easy to see that the level n of this new

simplicial object will be a disjoint union
F
�2†nC1

UŒn� and the maps will be induced
by all the possible orderings of the boundary maps.

To conclude, instead of U.ˇ0/ we will consider its symmetrization U.ˇ0/
† , which

one can easily now check is an h–hypercover. To conclude we combine [14, 8.3.6]
with Quillen’s Theorem A [50, 4.1.3.1] to deduce that the inclusion �op! Finop is
cofinal (see also [14, 4.2.20, 4.2.19, 2.2.7, 3.3.3 and 3.1.1] and notice the appearance
of an opposite relating these to the result in [50, 4.1.3.1]). This implies that the unit of
the adjunction U.ˇ0/�! U.ˇ0/

†
�

produces an equivalence after taking colimits.
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Proposition 4.2.1 We have the following:

(1) The canonical map OU.ˇ0/�1 ! f�.ODˇ0
/ is an equivalence.

(2) There is an equality of G–classes

(4-2-12) ŒOU.ˇ0/�1 �D Œf�.Dˇ0/�

D

X
k

.�1/k
X

ˇ0Dd0C���CdkC1

Œf.d0;:::;dkC1/�.OZ.d0;:::;dkC1/
/�:

Remark 4.2.2 Proposition 4.2.1, and, more importantly, the formula (4-2-12), is
analogous to the key result of [47, Proposition 11, Section 3.7], which explains the
correction of the splitting principle necessary to handle K–theoretic invariants. Our
computations exhibit this formula as a consequence of derived h–descent.

Proof of Proposition 4.2.1 Let us start by showing (1). The crucial result that we
will be using is [37, Theorem 4.12], namely that perfect complexes satisfy descent with
respect to Cech h–covers. This, combined with the fact that descent for Cech covers
implies descent for all n-coskeletal hypercovers (see [50, 6.5.3.9] or [25, Appendix 1]),
tells us that the pullback-pushforward maps produces an equivalence

Perf.U.ˇ0/�1/' limŒk�2�op

M
ˇ0Dd0C���CdkC1

Perf.Zd0;:::;dkC1/:

At the same time, and using [51, Theorem 7.1], we deduce that the canonical map
induced by the pullback functors

(4-2-13) Qcoh.Dˇ0/! limŒk�2�op

M
ˇ0Dd0C���CdkC1

Qcoh.Zd0;:::;dkC1/

is fully faithful and the unit of the associated adjunction gives an a natural equivalence

(4-2-14) f� ' limŒk�2�op

� M
ˇ0Dd0C���CdkC1

f.d0;:::;dkC1/�f
�
.d0;:::;dkC1/

�
:

The two results combined imply the equivalence f�.ODˇ0
/' OU.ˇ0/�1 .

This concludes the proof of (1). (2) is now a consequence of (1) via a standard
computation in a stable 1–category (as the simplicial diagram object is finite).

We now turn to the description of the lax structure in the K–theory action. Considering
the pullback square � for a particular grading ˇ0 , we obtain a pullback square �0 that
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we can fit as

(4-2-15)

M0;n �M0;m� _

�
��

U.ˇ0/�1

x�0

g
oo

� _

i
��

M0;nCm�2 RM0;nCm�2.X; ˇ0/Stb
oo

ev
// Xn�1 ���Xm�1

The map K0.Xn�1 �Xm�1/! K0.M0;n �M0;m/ that we are interested in is given
by the composition

(4-2-16) ��Stb�ev�:

Using base change for derived Deligne–Mumford stacks applied to the diagram �0 ,
this is equivalent to

(4-2-17) g�i
�ev�:

But now we know that in G0.U.ˇ0/�1/ the structure sheaf can be written as an
alternating sum (4-2-12), and (4-2-17) becomes

(4-2-18)
X
k

.�1/k
X

ˇ0Dd0C���CdkC1

g�f.d0;:::;dk/�f
�
.d0;:::;dkC1/

i�ev�:

Now let Vd0;:::;dkC1 denote the stack

RM0;n.X; d0/�RM0;2.X; d1/� � � � �RM0;2.X; dk/�RM0;m.X; dkC1/:

We have pullback diagrams that fit in

(4-2-19)

M0;n�M0;m

Vd0;:::;dkC1

Stb�Stb

OO

ev.d0;:::;dkC1/
// Xn�1�X �X2�� � ��X2„ ƒ‚ …

k

�X �Xm�1

Zd0;:::;dkC1

qq.d0;:::;dkC1/

OO

h.d0;:::;dkC1/

// Xn�1�X �� � ��X„ ƒ‚ …
k

�Xm�1

 k WDIdn�1���� � ���„ ƒ‚ …
k

�Idm�1
OO

pk WDIdn�1�pt�Idm�1
��

Xn�1���Xm�1

for each decomposition ˇ0 D d0C � � �C dkC1 . We now notice that the composition
.Stb�Stb/ıq.d0;:::;dkC1/ is equivalent to g ıf.d0;:::;dkC1/ and, using the base-change
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formula for the pullback diagram (4-2-19), (4-2-18) becomes

(4-2-20)
X
k

.�1/k
X

ˇ0Dd0C���CdkC1

.Stb�Stb/�ev�.d0;:::;dkC1/. k/�p
�
k ;

which we can write as

(4-2-21) .Stb�Stb/�ev�.ˇ1;ˇ2/. 1/�p
�
1 C extra terms:

Of course, the first term in (4-2-21) corresponds to the second map K0.Xn�1�Xm�1/!
K0.M0;n �M0;m/, obtained by using �0 . The extra terms (corresponding to k � 1),
which we obtain as a result of derived descent, appear exactly as in [47, Proposition 11,
Section 3.7]. In order to encode and manage these extra terms, Lee and Givental
introduced in [47, Section 4] and [32, page 6] a combinatorial gadget — which they
called a metric. Our results provide a derived computation of these terms in terms of
the structure sheaves of the derived stacks RM0;2.X; d/. See Remark 4.2.2.

4.3 Quantum K–theory: comparison with the K–theoretic invariants of
Givental and Lee

In [47; 32], Givental and Lee introduced Gromov–Witten invariants living in G–
theory. The basic ingredient to define these invariants is the so-called virtual structure
sheaf, which is an element Ovir in the Grothendieck group G0 of the truncation
t0.RM0;n.X; ˇ//. Let j W t0.RM0;n.X; ˇ// ! RM0;n.X; ˇ/ denote the inclusion.
Our goal in this section is to explain that the virtual structure sheaf Ovir constructed
by Lee [47, Section 2.3] can be identified with the restriction of the structure sheaf of
RM0;n.X; ˇ/ to the truncation. This in particular implies that their GW–classes are
the same as the ones obtained from our lax action studied in the previous section.

Let us start with some well-known general preliminaries. Let F be a derived Artin
stack and j W t0.F /!F its truncation. Then the structure sheaf OF produces a family
of sheaves on the truncation �i .OF /. In general, these sheaves are not coherent, but
one can show that, when the base field is of characteristic zero and F is of finite
presentation and quasismooth, these sheaves are coherent and vanish for i � 0 — see
[71, Sublemma 2.3]. Under these hypotheses one can show that the map j� sends
coherent complexes to coherent complexes and by devissage induces an isomorphism
j�W G0.t0.F //' G0.F /. Its inverse .j�/�1 sends OF 2 G0.F / to †i .�1/i�i .OF /,
which is a finite sum under these hypotheses. Recall also that the Euler characteristics �
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are defined by taking pushforward to the point

(4-3-1)
t0.F /

q

""

j
// F

p

��

�

so that in G–theory, we have q�..j�/�1.E//' p�.j�.j�/�1.E//D p�.E/ for any
E 2 G0.F /.

Our main goal in this section is to explain that the virtual structure sheaf Ovir 2

K0.t0.F // of [47, Section 2.3] is given by .j�/�1.OF /. In order to explain this we
will need some further preliminaries concerning perfect obstruction theories in the sense
of [3, Definition 5.1]. These were introduced as an ad hoc way to keep track of derived
enhancements of classical stacks. Let Y be an underived stack and LY 2 Qcoh.Y /
its cotangent complex. The data of an obstruction theory on Y consists of a map of
quasicoherent sheaves t W T ! LY satisfying some conditions which we will allow
ourselves to omit here. Informally, T is to be understood as the cotangent complex
of a derived enhancement of Y . It is said to be perfect if T is a perfect complex.
Suppose now that there exists a derived stack F whose truncation t0.F / is Y . This
produces a natural associated obstruction theory on Y : let LF 2 Qcoh.F / denote
the cotangent complex of F. Then we have a natural map T WD j �.LF /! Lt0.F / .
Following [67, Corollary 1.3], if F is general geometric stack then this map defines
an obstruction theory (this follows from Lurie’s connectivity estimates) and if F is in
particular quasismooth then this is a Œ�1; 0�–perfect obstruction theory, meaning that
T is perfect and has concentrated tor amplitude �1 and 0. One can also ask if this
assignment is essentially surjective; this is not true and we can identify the obstructions
to produce a lifting [66].

Every perfect obstruction theory on Y produces a virtual sheaf, namely an object in
K.Y /. This is a consequence of a more structured fact: we will show that to every
obstruction theory t on Y one can naturally associate a derived enhancement of Y ,
RObs.t/, that splits. By definition, the virtual structure sheaf associated to t is given
by the recipe described above, applied to the truncation map i W Y �RObs.t/, meaning
Ovir.t/ WD .i�/

�1.ORObs.t//. In general, i�LRObs.t/ will be different from T , as, due
to the splitting, it will be of the form LY ˚Li Œ�1�.

The construction of the derived enhancement RObs.t/ follows from the observation
that the construction of the virtual fundamental classes described in [3] has a natural
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interpretation as homotopy fiber products in derived algebraic geometry. Indeed, let Y
be classical Artin stack together with the data of a perfect obstruction theory t W T !LY .
Then let C.T / be the (classical) cone stack associated to T [3, Section 2]17 and let CY
be the intrinsic normal cone of Y . Then both C.T / and CY are cone stacks over Y ,
CY is a closed substack of C.T / and Y can be embedded in both of them via the zero
section [3, Propositions 2.4 and 2.6 and Definition 3.10]. We now use the inclusion
of classical 1–stacks inside derived stacks and view these three stacks as derived
objects in a trivial way. We define a new derived stack RObs.t/ to the pullback in the
.1; 1/–category of derived stacks

(4-3-2)

RObs.t/

r

��

// CY� _

��

Y
� � // C.T /

where the map Y � C.T / is the zero section and CY � C.T / is the closed immersion
produced by the obstruction theory. In general, the inclusion of classical stacks in
derived stacks does not commute with homotopy fiber products. In fact, in this case,
the usual fiber product in classical stacks is equivalent to Y (as Y can be embedded
both in C.T / and CY via the zero section). The truncation functor however commutes
with products, and therefore we deduce that t0.RObs.t// D Y , or, in other words,
RObs.t/ is a derived enhancement of Y . It is also clear from the definition of derived
fiber products that the structure sheaf of this derived stack is responsible for the virtual
structure sheaf described in [3, Remark 2.4]. This derived enhancement of Y , with
truncation map i W Y �RObs.t/, has a particular feature — it splits via the map r .

The virtual structure sheaf Ovir 2 G0.t0.F // of [47, Section 2.3] is defined by the
recipe given in the previous paragraph using the following (relative) obstruction theory
as input: Let Mpre

0 denote the stack of all prestable curves of genus zero with n marked
points and let C0:n;ˇ !Mpre

0 denote the universal prestable curve of total degree ˇ .
Then we have a commutative diagram

(4-3-3)

C0:n;ˇ �Mpre
0
t0.RM0;n.X; ˇ//

ev0
//

�0
��

X �Mpre
0

u

��

t0.RM0;n.X; ˇ//
q0

// Mpre
0

17Denoted there by h1=h0.T _/ .
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where ev0 is the evaluation map and �0 is the projection to the second factor. Notice
that in this case the relative cotangent complex Lu is equivalent to LX. Following
the steps in the discussion preceding [3, Proposition 6.2], we find a natural map
t W ..�0/�.ev0/�TX /_! Lq0 in Qcoh.Y / with Y D t0.RM0;n.X; ˇ//. By [3, Propo-
sition 6.2] this is a perfect obstruction theory. The virtual structure sheaf considered
by Lee in [47, Section 2.3] can be immediately identified with the element Ovir.t/

described above, induced by the derived stack RObs.t/.

Proposition 4.3.1 The obstruction theory used by Lee is the same as the obstruction
theory produced by the derived enrichment

F WDRM0;n.X; ˇ/

of Y WD t0.RM0;n.X; ˇ//.

Proof This follows essentially from the description of the tangent complex of a
mapping stack RHom.U; V / when U and V are derived Artin stacks. In this case,
one can exhibit a canonical equivalence

(4-3-4) TRHom.U;V / ' ��ev�.TV /

in Qcoh.RHom.U; V //. Here � is the projection U �RHom.U; V /!RHom.U; V /
and evW U �RHom.U; V /! V is the evaluation map. To see this we consider the
diagram

RHom.U; V /�U ev
//

�

��

V

RHom.U; V /

together with the fact that by definition we have

Qcoh.RHom.U; V //' lim
Spec.A/!RHom.U;V /

D.A/

and the definition of tangent stack: If V is a derived stack, we denote by

T V WDRHom.Spec.CŒ��/; V /

the derived stack of morphisms, endowed with the natural map T V ! V given by
the composition with the natural inclusion of the point Spec.C/! Spec.CŒ��/. The
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derived stack T V is therefore completely determined by the cotangent complex of V
in the sense that for any uW Spec.A/! V we have

MapC=V .Spec.A/; T V /'MapD.A/.A; u
�TV /'MapD.A/.u

�LV /; A/:

In this case we see that by definition we have

T RHom.U; V /DRHom
�
Spec.CŒ��/;RHom.UV /

�
'RHom.U; T V /;

so that, given xuW Spec.A/!RHom.U; V / determined by uW Spec.A/�U ! V , we
have that MapC=V .Spec.A/; T V / is equivalent to the space of extensions

RHom.U; T V /

��

Spec.A/
xu
//

77

RHom.U; V /

which, by definition of RHom, is the space of all extensions

T V

��

Spec.A/�U u
//

88

V

which is equivalent to the space

MapC=V .Spec.A/�U; T V /'MapQcoh.Spec.A/�U/.OSpec.A/�U ; u
�TV /

'MapD.A/.A; p�u
�TV /

with pW Spec.A/�U ! Spec.A/ the projection.

Using the fact that uD .ev ı .xu � Id//, the base-change property for the diagram

Spec.A/�U

p

��

xu�Id
// RHom.U; V /�U

�

��

Spec.A/
xu

// RHom.U; V /

gives us

p�u
�
' x�u��ev�:

The descent property for tangent complexes and reduction to the affine case allows us
to conclude the proof of the formula (4-3-4).
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Finally, the formula (4-3-4) admits a relative version, which we can apply to the diagram
of derived stacks

(4-3-5)

C0:n;ˇ �Mpre
0

RM0;n.X; ˇ/
ev
//

�

��

X �Mpre
0

u

��

RM0;n.X; ˇ/
q

// Mpre
0

to deduce an equivalence between the relative tangent complexes ��ev�TX 'Tq . The
diagrams (4-3-3) and (4-3-5) fit in a larger commutative diagram

(4-3-6)

C0:n;ˇ �Mpre
0
t0.RM0;n.X; ˇ//

i

**

ev0
//

�0

��

X �Mpre
0

u

��

C0:n;ˇ �Mpre
0

RM0;n.X; ˇ/

��

ev
77

��

t0.RM0;n.X; ˇ//
q0

//

j

**

Mpre
0

RM0;n.X; ˇ/

q

77

where i and j are the truncation maps. Moreover, the face with the truncation maps is a
pullback square as C0:n;ˇ is already truncated. As these are derived Deligne–Mumford
stacks, we can apply the base-change formulas (again, see [23, Corollary 1.4.5] or
[37, B.15]) and deduce that .�0/�.ev0/�TX ' .�0/�i�ev�TX ' j ���ev�TX ' j �Tq .
To conclude, we note that the natural map j �.Tq/_! Lq0 can be naturally identified
with the map constructed in [3, Proposition 6.2].

Here’s the current status. We have a classical stack Y D t0.RM0;n.X; ˇ// and a
derived enhancement F DRM0;n.X; ˇ/ which produces an obstruction theory t and
therefore a second derived enhancement RObs.t/ of Y . These fit in a diagram

RObs.t/ i
 �- Y

j
,�!F;

which is an isomorphism after truncation and, therefore, in G–theory groups,

G0.RObs.t//
�

i�
 �G0.Y / �

j�
�!G0.F /:
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To complete the proof one must show that Ovir.t/ WD .i�/
�1.ORObs.t// is equal to

.j�/
�1.OF / in G0.Y /.

Proposition 4.3.2 One has an equality of G–theory classes between Ovir.t/ WD

.i�/
�1.ORObs.t// and .j�/�1.OF / in G0.Y /.

Proof In fact, this identification has already been established in the case our derived
stack is assumed to be embedded in a smooth stack: in [13, Proof of Theorem 3.3],
Kapranov and Ciocan-Fontanine identified the two classes in the case of quasismooth
dg–manifolds (a possible incarnation of derived schemes) and, more recently, in [49,
Section 7.2.2] the authors explain how the identification of the two classes for quasi-
smooth derived schemes follows from deformation to the normal cone together with
A1–invariance of G–theory. To conclude, we remark that our situation is known to
admit a global resolution in the sense required; see the discussion in [47, Section 2.3;
34, Appendix A]. In the genus zero case the situation becomes simpler as this global
resolution is given by the closed embedding of RM0;n.X; ˇ/ in RM0;n.Pn; ˇ/ given
by the fact that X is projective. The last derived stack is known to be smooth because
the projective space is convex.

Finally, with the two virtual sheaves identified, it is clear that:

Corollary 4.3.3 Our lax action produces the same K–theoretic classes as those of Lee.

Proof Given E1; : : : ; En 2 K0.X/ D G0.X/ and P 2 K0.M0;n/ D G0.M0;n/, the
K–invariants of Lee are defined by the Euler characteristics

(4-3-7) �0;n;ˇ
�
Ovir
˝ j �.ev�.E1; : : : ; En/˝Stb�.P //

�
WD q�

�
Ovir
˝ j �.ev�.E1; : : : ; En/˝Stb�.P //

�
' p�j�

�
Ovir
˝ j �.ev�.E1; : : : ; En/˝Stb�.P //

�
;

which, by the projection formula for j , are equivalent to

(4-3-8) p�.j�.O
vir/˝ ev�.E1; : : : ; En/˝Stb�.P //

and finally, by the comparison arguments above, to

p�.ORM0;n.X;ˇ/
˝ ev�.E1; : : : ; En/˝Stb�.P //;

which, by definition, are the K–theoretic Gromov–Witten numbers produced from our
lax action.
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